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Estimation of average length of search on random 
zero-one matrices 
B y A . BEKESSY 
The real content of this short paper is simply a theorem about zero-one matrices. 
In order to enlighten the background however, reference is made to a certain method 
of data retrieval. 
Let there be given a zero-one matrix of size mXn such that all of its rows are 
different from each other. Let us suppose that the rows of this matrix constitute 
a primary key to a certain file of records stored in a computer. Therefore, the rows 
of the matrix will be called "names". Our problem is to find the location of any 
particular name (and the record associated with it) quickly, whenever wanted. The 
most rapid search-algorithms performing this job, e.g. "binary search" [1] are based 
on comparisons of the names by their magnitudes and if one complete comparison 
is counted one decision step then the'average number of decision steps to be done 
for finding any name comes close to the lowest theoretically possible information 
limit, this latter being log2 m if all names are looked for with equal frequencies. 
A complete comparison of two names, however, requires a considerable amount of 
time on some computers, so other procedures, though less effective in terms of 
decision steps, might come into consideration, too, if an elementary decision step 
is less time consuming. 
The simplest looking search strategy would consist of decision steps to be 
performed column-by-column: given the name to be found the first column of the 
name-matrix is inspected first. If it consisted of zeros (or ones) only then we pass 
over to the second column immediately. If not then one decision is counted and 
the subset of those names is selected whose first column bit was identical, to that 
of the name to be looked for. The second column is then inspected in the same way 
but restricted to the subset of names selected before, and so on, until the name is 
completely identified. For finding each name the steps to be made are completely 
determined by the structure of the name matrix and can be represented by a "search-
tree" (Table 1, Fig. 1). The numbers in the nodes show the column no. of the bit 
the decision should be made on. 
The strategy described above would not come into consideration at all should 
it be done in "run-time" i.e. when the names are looked for repeatedly and be found 
as quickly as possible. But assumed the file does not change often there might have 
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been ample time for constructing the corresponding search-tree or, more precisely, 
an equivalent "search-table" [2] when the file was generated. 
The search-table (Table 2) is a list of two pointers. The first column indicated 
shows the relative location address of that line only; it does not belong to its content. 
The real first column field is the serial number of the bit to look at, and according 
to whether it proves to be zero or one the first, resp. the second pointer should be 
followed by the search-algorithm working in run-time. Zero in the first column 
would indicate that the search has its end there and the fields belonging to this line 
would contain the record or a single pointer to that record, for instance. 
Names Column no. 
1 2 3 4 5 
1. 1 0 1 0 0 
2. 1 0 0 0 1 
3. 0 1 0 1 0 
4. 1 0 0 1 1 
5. 1 0 1 1 1 
6. 1 0 0 1 0 
Table 1. Name-matrix 
Name 1. Name 5. 
Name 6. Name 4. 
Figure 1 
Search-tree to the matrix of Table 1. 
A serious objection against the simple strategy described above is that it might, 
in some cases, result in a highly unbalanced search-tree. For the worst matrices the 
average number of the necessary decisions is as high as (m + l)/2 about. But matrices 
of ill behaviour, i.e. matrices with highly unbalanced search-trees are rare. This is 
the meaning of the theorem shown below. 
Remark. It is possible, in practice, to make the algorithm a bit more flexible: 
let the decision in turn to be performed on the column in which the zeros and ones 
Location Col. no. •Pointer 1. | Pointer 2. 
L + l 1 L + 2 | L + 3 
L + 2 0 Pointer to record 3. 
L + 3 3 L + 4 I L + 9 
L + 4 4 L + 5 | L + 6 
L + 5 0 Pointer to record 2. 
L + 6 5 L + 7 | L + 8 
L + 7 0 Pointer to record 6. 
L + 8 0 Pointer to record 4. 
L + 9 4 L + 10 | L + l l 
L + 10 0 Pointer to record 1. 
L + l l 0 Pointer to record 5. 








Table 2. Search-table to the matrix of Table 1. 
18 
Ave. number of steps: 18:6 = 3 
Table 3. 
Number of decisions to 
be done according to Table 2. 
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are distributed most evenly for that particular subset of names that was selected 
in the previous step. This will help in a lot of cases where the first approach would 
result in a highly unbalanced tree. 
Now we prove the following 
Theorem. Let all zero-one matrices of size mXn with all rows different be 
considered and supposed to be equiprobable.- Let E(Mm<„) be the arithmetic 
mean of decisions to be made in order to find each row of matrix Mm „ according 
to the simple strategy described above. Let Sm„ be the expectation of the aver-
ages £(Mm>„). Then for all m^2n~1 + 1 
+ + \ + (1) 
or, because of 1+4-+ . . . - I - = l n w + y + 0 ( — | (where y=0.577... Euler's 
2 m— 1 \m) 
constant), 
(?„,„< 1.833... + log 2 m + o [ ^ j , (m, n m < 2 " - 1 + l)* (2) 
Proof. Let N(m, n, du d2, ..., dm) be the number of matrices Mm n such that 
di decisions have to be made for finding the i-th row (/=1, 2, ...,«). Then E(Mm „) = 
= Z d J m and 
i 
Smn = T7 2 E(Mmt„)N(m, n,d1,d2,...,dJ 
where N= ^ j ml is the number of all matrices Mm n. The latter expression can be 
simplified, because of symmetry in the variables dt, to 
$mn = ^Zd-N{m,n,d) (3) Jy i 
where N(m, n, d) is the number of matrices Mm n such that there are d decisions 
needed for selecting the first row. For this number N(m, n, d) the recursion 
N(m, n + l,d) = 2N(m, n,d) + 2 ["¡Z} ) N(J, n,d-1) • ( w 2 j J (m - j ) ! (4) 
holds. The first term gives account on the matrices the first column of which consists 
of zeros (or ones) only. The j-th term under the summation is the number of matrices 
* It is thought that the condition m ^ l " ' 1 + 1 is, in fact, not necessary. Also the constant 
might perhaps be improved to —0.5 + y/ln 2 = 0.33... . 
l* 
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with j zeros in the first column while the first-row-first-column bit is zero, as well. 
Matrices of j ones in the first column when the first-row-first-column bit is one, 
are of the same number; therefore the sum should be multiplied by two. The boundary 
conditions ' 
2 if m = 1, d = 0, 
N(m,\,d)=2 if (n = U = l , . 
0 otherwise; 




it follows easily 
p 
or, under the restriction m s 2 " _ 1 + 1 
' - - . 4 K f i ( ' - T ^ ) ] ' 
Again, for + 1 
'--"¿['"IVt^)]-
giving the end-result. 
(5) 
complete the recursion (4). 
Introducing the function 
H(X, n,y)= 2 2 / - ¿ f ^ - N(m, n, d) (6) 
d=0 m= 1 \jn—l)\ 
we obtain 
H(x, 1, y) = 1 +xy, 
H(x, n +1, y) = 2 • {1 + y [(1 +xf -1]} • H(x, n, y) 
from (4) and (5), with solution 
H(x, n, y) = 2» • " f f {1 +y[( 1 +xr ~ !]}• (7) 
p = 0 
Since by (3) and the definition (6) of H 
= ^ 
= 1 m 
«-1 (2n — 2P\l(2n — n 
= 2 ( m _ i ) / l m _ i J (8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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Remark 1. For — const. 
¿ ( i - O - 2 - r - 1 ) -
P=i 
Could it be proved Sm„sSm a a for all n, a better constant would be achieved in the 
inequality (2). 
Remark 2. The problem dealt with here resembles strongly that of calculating 
the average hight of random trees [3]. Instead of looking, however, for an appropriate 
link between the two problems the straightforward method presented here seemed 
to be simpler. 
Abstract 
The average efficiency of a simple search algorithm defined on random zero-one matrices is 
estimated. 
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On the equivalence of candidate keys with Sperner systems 
B y J . DEMETROVICS 
1. Introduction 
The use of the relational data model proposed by E . F . C O D D [ 1 — 3 ] is to make 
many problems mathematically describable. In this model all data are represented 
by two-dimensional tables with rows representing records, and with coloumns 
representing attributes. Rows are identified by the values of a subset of attributes, 
if these are not identical for two different rows. These subsets of attributes are called 
keys and those keys which contain no further keys as subsets are called candi-
date keys. 
Functional dependencies were introduced in 1970 by Codd, but were investigated 
mathematically only later [4, 5, 8]. In this paper we prove, that for any Sperner 
system we can construct a relation the set of candidate keys of which is the same as 
the Sperner system. It is clear, that apart from trivial cases the set of candidate keys 
n 
of any relation is a Sperner system. At most № candidate keys may exist in 
a relation of n attributes and we prove that this limit can be reached by relations 
with linear dependencies. 
2. Definitions 
Definition 1. Given the not necessarily different sets Dlt D2, ..., Z>„, the rela-
tion R of n variables denoted by R(n) is a subset of the Cartesian product 
D1XD2X.. XD„. We shall call the sets Dt domains. 
Definition 2. Indices of the domains of the relation R(n) will be called attributes. 
Values associated to attributes will be called attribute values. 
Remark 1. Though the domains of a ' relation are not necessarily distinct, 
their attributes are distinct. 
In the present paper all domains are sets of natural numbers and the set of 
their indices in R(n) are denoted by 
N (AT = { 1 , 2 , . . . , « } ) . 
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Definition 3. The subset of indices AQN will be said to generate the index k, 
in notation A—k, if in any row of the relation R(n) the values dj (J£ A) determine 
the value dk uniquely. If in addition, for all rows in R(ri), dk is a linear combina-
tion of dj s (j€.A), than A generates the index k linearly. The subset of indices 
BQN will be said to be generated by A if every index in B is generated by A, 
denoted by A—B. The link A—B is called a functional dependency in the relation 
R(n). If A generates every index in B linearly, we say the functional dependency 
is linear. The set of all functional dependencies in R(n) is denoted by {/4,-5,} 
Definition 4. Let AQN, and A—N. A is called a candidate key in the 
relation R(n) if B->-N does not hold for any of its nontrivial subsets B, 
Definitions. The functional dependency A—B is trivial if BQA. The sets 
of trivial and nontrivial functional dependencies in the relation R(n) will be denoted 
by ¿V and respectively. 
Remark 2. It is easy to see that in a relation R(n) 
\ j f \ = 3n 
3. The link between candidate keys and Sperner systems 
In the present paragraph we shall demonstrate a one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of candidate keys in a relation R(n) and a Sperner system £f(n) 
over N. 
Definition 6. Let ir= S2, ..., Sm}Q2N-. <f will be called a Sperner 
system if it satisfies the following relations, 
Si c: N for i = 1,2, . . . , m; (1) 
S, $ Sj for i , i,j = 1,2, . . . , m. (2) 
Trivially, the set of the candidate keys in every relation is a Sperner system or 
has only one element N. Conversely consider now the following Sperner system: 
•Si = {flll> a12i ••••> fllmi} 
$2 = {a21i a22i ••••> a2mi) 
. Sm ~ {flmlJ am2i ammm} > with aiJ£N and | J a^—N. This Sperner system is a covering of N. it j 
Theorem 1. To every Sperner system £f a relation Ry(n) of n variables 
can be constructed with the set of the candidate keys equivalent to the Sperner 
system«^ 
Proof. First we shall construct the class of sets J/={A1, A2, ..., A,}. Let 
Aj belong to Jt iff the following conditions hold: 
Aj<gN, j == 1,2, ..., t (3) 
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and 
AjHSi^fi for i = I, 2, ...•, m. (4) 
We shall choose as the set of the elements minimal in J i , i.e. 
Ajt&o-lAitJt: (A,czAj). (5) 
From (3), (4) and (5) we have 
max {m1, m2, ..-, mm} ^ \&F\ S m1-rh2 -... • mm (6) 
and 
A f i P implies I (7) 
Let us consider the following subsets 
&rk(k = 1 ,2 , . . . , n) of 
keAjC.'F. (8) 
We state that if the fc'th index of the relation Ry(n) is determined by the function 
fk, the latter identical with the class of sets J^ , then the relation obtained satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 1, i.e. the class of the candidate keys in R?(ri) is identical 
with the given system £f. Obviously, this last statement is implied by the following 
three statements: 
a) all the sets S t in the class ¿f are keys; 
b) no proper subset of St is key; 
c) there is no candidate key beyond Sf. 
To verify these first we consider 
a) Each <S; containing a key Kt (¿=1, 2, ..., m) is a consequence of 
U ^ = P. ' (9) 
This latter is obvious, as every A f i i F is constructed so as to contain at least one 
element of St. 
Next we show that the key K, in S; equals Sr To do this 
\/a(a£Sj): (J i ^ \ { A } with • . (10) 
is sufficient. 
This follows from the existence of an A^^ with Af]Si={a}. Indeed, for 
j=i,2...m, every Sj contains either {a} or some {a'} with {a '}hS' i=0. 
So we have proved that every SfcSf is identical with a minimal key in the 
relation Ry(n). Now all we have left to prove is that R <j (n) has no minimal key 
K beyond those in Sf. . . . 
For an indirect proof let us suppose the existence of such a minimal key. From 
Remark 1 we have S-HK^^ for i = l , 2, ... ,m. Let the set A be determined by 
the sets c( so that Aia and ADc^Q. It is easy to see, that at least one such set 
A exists and it is not contained in any of the columns determined by the candidate 
key K, i.e. 
u (11) 
kiK 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Remark 3. Let us observe that the proof can be carried out the same way if 
such a class i f of subsets in J{ is taken that is fulfilled instead of 3F. 
Out of theset he one of minimal cardinality was taken for our proof. If another have 
been taken, the set of functional dependencies of a form different from x—N would 
be changed and the set of candidate keys Sf would be unchanged. 
The preceding statements can be interpreted as follows: let different prime 
numbers correspond to each set in the class !F, i.e. let {py, p2, ..,/>;,} be in 
ascending order for simplicity. So the sets in the classes have their correspondants 
as well. Let then the function fk of \2Fk\ variables equal the product of the cor-
responding primes to the sets in lFk. 
For example, let n = 5 and 
ST= {{1, 2, 3} = s1 ; {3, 4, 5} = s2, {1, 3, 4} = s3}. 
Then S^={{3}=p1, {1,4}=p2 , {1,5}=p3 , {2,4}=p4} and fx=p2-p3, f2=Pi, 
fa=Pi> f i = Pi 'Pi> A=Pa- Some rows of the relation Ry(n) corresponding to 
if are represented in Fig. 1 for 
J " = {2, 3, 5, 7} 
{2, 5, 7, 11} 
= {3, 5, 7, 11} 
JF* = {2, 5, 7, 13} 
1 2 3 4 5 . 
15 7 2 21 5 
35 11 2 55 7 
35 11 3 55 7 
35 13 2 65 7 
Fig. 1 
i.e. ^ (5 )6{(15 , 7, 2, 21, 5), (35, 11, 2, 55, 7), (35, 11, 3, 55, 7), (35, 13, 2, 65, 7)}. 
4. On the maximal number of candidate keys and on linear relations 
Definition 7. We shall call the relation R(ri) linear provided all the functional 
dependencies in it are linear. 
First we recall here Lemmas 1 and 2 and a Theorem from [8] in stronger forms. 
Namely, the result of the construction in the proof of Lemma 2 is a linear relation, 
therefore we can formulate both of them, and the Theorem (as a consequence of the 
two Lemmas) as follows. 
Lemma 1. A relation R{ri) may have at most y 11 candidate keys. 
Lemma 2. There exists a linear relation R(ri) with 
it M candidate keys. 
as 
Theorem 2. There are linear relations R(n) with as many candidate keys 
and there is no relation R(ri) with more candidate keys. 
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• Lemma 3. In a linear relation' R(«) all candidate keys have the same length. 
Proof. Let Ak be a candidate key. As a consequence of the fact, that the func-
tional dependency A-+N is linear, we have a linear equation system 
2 a'!jXj = xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), 
which is satisfied by every row in R(n). This is true for every candidate key Ak 
(k=1,2, ..., m), so we have the system 
2 aljXj = X; (i = 1, 2, . . . , n; k = 1,2, . . . , m) 
jiAk 
with the solution R(ri) in the preceding sense. Obviously, the set of indices of an 
independent set of variables xk, xh, ...,xit in this system composes a candidate 
key in R(n) and conversely. Moreover, independent sets of variables have the same 
cardinality t, which completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
As a consequence of this lemma, for linear relations Theorem 1 does not hold. 
Neither exist linear relations to every Sperner system SP with the set of their candi-
date keys equivalent to it, as e.g. for n=4 and the Sperner system 
= {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {3, 4}}. 
Considering a linear equation system as in the proof of Lemma 3 which has all 
subsets of the variables with the cardinality t independent, we have proved: 
Theorem 3. There exists a linear relation R{n) with candidate keys with 
t being their length. 
In [5] it was proved that provided the number of dependencies k s f n , a rela-
tion R(ri) exists with as many candidate keys as /«! . 
S. OSBORNE and F . TOMPA have recently proved (draft paper) that at most A:! 
candidate keys can be deduced from k dependencies and for each k a relation 
Rk exists with exactly k! candidate keys. 
Each of the papers uses a system of derivation axioms which were introduced 
in [7] and [4], respectively. The first of them consists of 7 and the second of 4 axioms. 
Next we shall give a system of 3 axioms which is equivalent to the ones mentioned 
above. 
Definition8. The functional dependency A-*B is deductible from the set of 
lunctional dependencies $F= Bt, 2 = 1, 2, ..., k} if it can be obtained from the 
latter using the derivation rules a; b; and c; a finite number of times. 
a; A — A' with A ^ A' is deductible from all !F, 
b; and (B — C ) £ ^ imply (A ~ 
c; (A — 2 ? ) £ a n d (A — C ^ J * imply (A - (BUC))€ 
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By Theorem 4 an example is recalled from [8] in which the number of the unde-
ductible functional dependencies is relatively high and this does not essentially 
diminish the number of candidate keys. 
undeductible functional dependencies and with the same number of candidate keys. 
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A new statistical solution for the deadlock problem 
in resource management systems 
B y Z . GIDÓFALVI 
1. Introduction 
Nowadays the efficient resource management is an important problem of the 
national economy, mainly in the case of expensive resources. The resources handled 
by the operating systems of computers are expensive enough, therefore their optimum 
usage is an important problem. 
The solution may be the proper choose of resource management strategies, on 
the other hand the economical avoidance of deadlock situations. 
The deadlock state is a special, undesirable state of the resource management 
systems, in which some processes executed simultaneously in the computer get 
deadlocked by their requests, and there is no way to destroy this situation without 
external interference. An expressive example could be those processes (Px and P2), 
which want to transmit data between two tape units (Ry and R2), Px from R1 to 
R2 and P2 f rom R2 to R1. Assume a state in which P j holds R1 and P2 holds 
R2, and both request the not acquired units. Then the requests will remain unsatisfied 
forever, because none of them can release the already acquired resources, and so 
Pl and P¿ are deadlocked, and the system is in deadlock state. 
In simpler systems both the detection and elimination of deadlock were the 
operator's duty, but in great systems this way seems to be rather unefficient. It is 
advisable to entrust this work to the computer, which can make a decision on the 
basis of theoretically established algorithms. Unfortunately the time requirement of 
procedures developed for detection and prevention is great enough, and thereby 
the efforts made for rentability cannot achieve the expected results. The new method 
described in this paper guaranties a smaller time complexity, and has some other 
advantages, too. 
2. The system 
The system can be described after [3] with the triple RMS=<5', P, R), where 
S= {S,, ..., S2} is the set of system states, P—{P1, ..., P„} is the set of processes, 
and R={RX, ..., Rm} is the set of resources. Process P; is a partial function 
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(P,-: S—2s), because it can perform request, aquisition and release operations leading 
the system from state S, into a set of states. Processes can interact explicitly, for 
example by exchanging messages, or implicitly, for example by competing for 
physical objects such as tape drives. Both types of interaction may cause the blocked 
state of processes, and they can be modelled by means of resources. The resources 
modelling the implicit interaction are called reusable resources, because after their 
request, acquisition and release by processes they are available again, and can be 
used in further cases. The resources modelling the explicit interaction are called 
consumable resources, because the message receiver process consumes (acquires) 
the resource produced (released) by the sender process after having requested it, 
and the consumed unit will never be available for other processes again. Moreover 
assume, that Rt has /•; units, where /•, is infinitely large for consumable resources. 
The system states can be unambigously characterized by the number of resource 
units requested and acquired by processes, and can be illustrated by a directed 
bipartite graph [2, 3, 5, 6], where the nodes are from PUR, and the edges lead 
either from a P node to an R node or vice versa with the meaning: 
1. Pi-~Rj is a request edge indicating that P, requests one unit from Rj\ 
2. Rj—Pi is an acquisition edge indicating that Pf holds one unit of Rj. 
3. Deadlock strategies 
If we do not influence the resource operations of Pt, and we have no information 
about the future requirement of P,, then deadlock can always occur at the next 
step, which is to be detected and eliminated. The detection methods [1, 2, 3, 5, 6] 
decide, whether S, is a deadlock state or not, and they are based on the following 
consideration: if there is a sequence, in which the processes can terminate their 
work one after the other from the state 5/ — assuming that none of them will require 
more resources — S, is not a deadlock state, because the former sequence is a possible 
state transition order. The time complexity of algorithms is not polinomial in general 
resource systems, where the resources are of both types. For reusable resources the 
algorithms require only mn steps, but the important consumable resources cannot 
be considered. The most complicated system, with mn time complexity of detec-
tion algorithm may have consumable resources, too, but with immediate allocation 
(all grantable requests to such resources are immediately fulfilled) [6]. There are effi-
cient detection algorithms for restricted systems, too, but unfortunately with the same 
time complexity. 
In the case of deadlock prevention we prohibit certain acquisition operations 
by means of information about the maximum claim of every Pt for all resources. 
We permit the acquisition in state St, when the maximum claim state S,max 
(processes request their whole claim) is not a deadlock state, otherwise we prohibit 
this operation. 
The deadlock avoidance is the simplest method for solving the deadlock problem. 
It means that the fulfillment of the necessary condition of deadlock should never 
allowed, since one can decide a priori, whether the system will reach a deadlock 
state or not. Often we use maximum claim information, too. The necessary condition 
of deadlock by [2, 3, 5] is the presence of at least one directed cycle in the graph 
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representing the state. Later we will show, that there exist more efficient necessary 
conditions used in the new statistical method. 
There are mixed solutions for the deadlock problem, which apply different 
strategies for different parts of the system [4, 6]. 
4. Necessary conditions of deadlock 
Deadlock can occur due to one resource (reusable or consumable) and due to 
more resources. We will divide the necessary conditions accordingly. 
Let J? be a reusable resource with r units requested and/or acquired by the 
processes P1,...,P„ with pl,...,p„ units (p^O). The necessary condition 
n 
of deadlock on R is: 2 Pi=i'+n. To prove the expression assume, that the in-
¡=i 
equality is false. Then the number of edges directed to and from R is less than 
r+n. In the worst case all units of R are assigned to processes, and the remaining 
n — 1 edges are requests. If we assume, that all the edges are directed from different 
processes to R (it is the worst case again), then there must be a process, say Pt, 
holding resources only. So we can find a sequence of processes beginning with Pt, 
in which all of the processes can terminate (not requiring more resources), and the 
state is deadlock-free. 
Let R be a consumable resource produced (held) by ..., Pn. The necessary 
condition of deadlock on R is, that every process requests the units of R To prove 
this statement assume, that there is at least one process producing R only. This 
process can produce an arbitrary number of units, thus all the others can terminate, 
and so the state is deadlock-free. 
After the previous examinations we may consider at most two edges only between 
two arbitrary nodes, say Pt and Rj \ Pt — Rj and Pt. The necessary condi-
tion due to more resources is the presence of at least one directed cycle in the graph 
representing the examined state, including at least four nodes. To prove the former 
statement first we show, that a directed cycle in the graph is necessary. It is obvious, 
because without directed cycles in the graph we can make a queue from nodes, in 
which the edges from the A:-th element are directed to the previous ones only. At the 
same time this order is a proper sequence of processes, in which they can terminate. 
Cycles appear through odd number of nodes only, but the cycles with two nodes 
are unimportant for us, because these ones were examined at the deadlock due to 
one resource. Therefore we can restrict the necessary condition for cycles including 
more than two nodes. 
Contrary to [2, 5] the above necessary conditions permit directed cycles in the 
graph, when the conditions of deadlock due to one resource are satisfied. 
5. The statistical method 
Opposite to the former methods this strategy considers the system being 
determined by statistical information about its antecedents up to the moment of 
examination, and gives an approximate estimation about the existence of deadlock. 
We can assign a number vt (O^y.-ssl) to every process and resource — the protec-
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tion degree of Pt or Rt —, and h>; as the counterpart of vt (w, = l — uf). The 
protection degree of a process or resource depends on its importance and value. 
Really W; means the maximum allowed probability of coming the i-th node into 
a deadlock. The strategy examines the occurrence probability of deadlock on the 
basis of statistical information until this probability is smaller than the smallest 
W; of all processes and resources concerned. If it is successful, then the deadlock 
occurrence probability is surely smaller than permitted, because it is surely smaller 
than the occurrence probability of necessary condition. 
This strategy can be applied for detection and prevention, too, combined with 
detection algorithms, because deadlock can occur even if the deadlock occurrence 
probability is smaller than permitted, and naturally it is to be detected and recovered. 
At the application for detectional purposes we decide whether the prescribed protec-
tions can be satisfied or not — after the execution of a request or acquisition opera-
tion — in the future, too, and the exact detection algorithm is used accordingly. 
At the application for preventional purposes we examine the possible effects of 
acquisition before every acquisition operation, and we permit it, if the prescibed 
protections can be satisfied after the change, too. Naturally deadlock can occur in 
this case, too (with a small probability), thus the use of detection algorithms is necessary 
from time to time. 
First of all let us see the statistical data needed for the decision. To gather 
them it is advisable to join the sampling of states with the resource operations, 
since in such cases there is a need for other administration activities, too. Let M be 
the operation counter with the initial value of zero, which is incremented by every 
operation. Moreover let A a hipermatrix of range mXn, where a vector of five 
elements (A¡J) belongs to Rt and Pj with the following meaning of coordinates: 
which shows the number of operations in which the graph had a 
request edge between P j and R t (the number of edges are irrelevant); 
which shows, whether Pj had a request edge to Rt at the last opera-
tion between them (kJiu—1 if it had, otherwise 0); 
which shows the number of operations in which the graph had an 
acquisition edge between P j and (the number of edges are irre-
levant) ; 
which shows, whether R t had an acquisition edge to P j at the last 
operation between them (bJiu=1 if it had, otherwise 0); 
which shows the value of M at the last rewriting of kn and bn. 
This appearingly great amount of data makes possible to avoid updating all 
matrix elements at every operation (it would require 5mn steps). Rewriting of 
Aiy is needed only if P j executes some kinds of operation with R t or if we make 
use of the occurrence probability of the R ^ P j and the Pj-*Ri edges at the ex-
amination of the occurrence probability of necessary condition. 
Thus kji gives the frequency of request occurrence, and bjt gives the frequency 
of acquisition occurrence between P j and i?f. The probability of these requests 
and acquisitions can be measured with their relative frequency: 
the probability of Pj — Rt edge is kjJM, and 
the probability of R ^ P j edge is byJM. 




4- bjiu — 
5. Mjiu — 
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the antecedents of the system up to the moment of examination, and whose edges 
are existing with the former probabilities. 
We will divide the examinations about occurrence probability of necessary 
condition according to the previous chapter. So we introduce the numbers: 
71 
Si — for the value 2 Pj a t the reusable resource Rh and for the number of 
J = I 
requesting processes at the consumable resource Rh 
qi — for the number of occurrence frequency of necessary condition on the 
resource Rt (both types), 
qiu —: which shows, whether the necessary condition was satisfied after the 
last request or release operation with (qiu = 1 if it was, otherwise 0), 
Miu — which shows the value of M at the last change of qt, and 
w imin— which ¡is the smallest wk of or the P/s connected to it (the con-
nected processes have at least one edge to the reusable resource Rt, or 
they are producers of the consumable resource Rt). 
With the above numbers we can formulate the feasibility of the prescribed 
protections. The protection degrees can be satisfied in the case of deadlock due to 
one resource, if the occurrence probability of necessary condition (qJM) is smaller 
than the smallest wk of Rt and the processes concerned (w;min), thus qJM-^ wimhl. 
To the determination of deadlock probability due to more resources assume, 
that Pj is executing an operation with the resources of R* £ R, Then we try to 
build the graph, beginning with P} through the resources of R* in the case of 
request, and beginning with the resources of R* through Pj in the case of acquisi-
tion, i.e., we try to put the nodes into levels from the root (s) through the directly, 
secondarily etc. accessible nodes, where the k-th level consists of such resources 
or processes, to which there is an edge directed from at least one node of the (k—l)-th 
level. Thereby every node on the k-th level is accessible from the root (s) (P} or R*). 
Executing the request or acquisition operation the edges between the first and second 
level are existing surely, and our purpose is to examine the probability of a directed 
cycle in the graph, due to the newly introduced edges. Assume that after a request 
operation of P j , Pj appears once more say on the k-th level. This means a directed 
cycle, which includes the nodes Pj, a l 5 ..., ak_2, Pj. Mentioned previously the 
probability of P j ^ a L edge is considered to be 1, and the probability of a certain, 
say a„—an+1, edge in the cycle is k„3„+JM or blhn+1/M depending on the type 
of the edge (request or acquisition). Since the processes perform their request and 
acquisition operations in a nondeterministic manner, the existence of any two 
edges are independent events, and so the probability of any cycle in the graph can be 
obtained by multiplying the occurrence probabilities of the edges in the cycle. The 
correlation between the cycles are ignored and so the access probability of a node 
accessible through more than one paths is substituted with the highest probability 
of paths. 
But the complete tracing of the cycles is unnecessary, because we are interested 
„ in the feasibility of the prescribed protections, and not in the exact probability of 
a cycle. If there is an a i in the former example, for which the probability of getting 
from P j to a{ is smaller than the smallest wk of nodes on the mentioned path, 
then the further examination of this cycle can be ignored, since the prescribed protec-
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tion degrees are already satisfied on this path. For the sake of simplicity the exis-
tence of low probability parallel paths is neglected in this algorithm. 
Summarizing we must continue the cycle detection from P j until: 
1. for all paths from P j the condition mentioned above is fulfilled, and so 
we can satisfy the protection degrees, or until 
2. P j occurs once more in the graph, and the condition has not been fulfilled 
yet, so in this case we cannot satisfy the protection degrees for the nodes in the cycle. 
In the case of an acquisition operation executed by P} the graph building 
and the examinations can be made similarly. 
The time complexity of the algorithm ([6]) performing the above examinations 
is less than mn, since the examination of feasibility on one resource requires one 
step only (altogether m steps), and the number of steps needed at the cycle detection 
is surely less than mn, because not all the 2mn edges are considered. The other 
essential advantage of the strategy is the option of giving different protection degrees 
to processes and resources. Thus it is possible to rise the protection degree of a process 
as a function of the performed work. 
The strategy can be mixed with others, too. Thus it is easy to apply prevention 
or avoidance methods instead of statistical ones on singular resources. This is the 
case on every R i ; where w i m i n=0. 
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On the Garden-of-Eden problem 
for one-dimensional cellular automata 
B y L . K . BRUCKNER 
Definitions. 1. A cellular automaton (further on shortly CA) is a structure 
U = (A, Z x j ) 
where 
A — finite, nonempty set. It represents the set of states that can be taken by 
any cell. 
Zd — set of ¿/-tuples of integers. 
— ..., £„), neighborhood function c i€Zd , ( /=1, ..., n). 
The neighborhood of a cell is the «-tuple 
N(s) = s + S + £ 2 , . . . , s + • 
where i + ( l g / s n ) is the componentwise sum of the d-tuples. 
We say, that the neighborhood size of the CA is n. 
f — local transformation function, / : A"-*A. As it is a discrete function, it 
can be defined by a table. This table will be called the defining table of 
the local transformation function. 
2. The local transformation function (its defining table) will be called balanced, 
if each ad A occurs as a value of the function just as many times. 
3. A configuration is a mapping c: Zd~+ A. The set of all configurations will 
be denoted by C (C = (c\c: Zd^A)). 
4. A mapping F : C—C defined from a local transformation / as follows 
will be called global transformation function 
F(c) = c1 if c1(s)=f[c(N(s))~\ s£Zd 
where c(JV(s)) is the restriction of mapping c to N(s). 
5. a0£A is a quiescent state if f(a0, ..., a0) = a(1. A quiescent state is always 
supposed to exist. 
REMARK. Instead of any neighborhood an arbitrary. ¿/-dimensional array 
can be considered that contains the given neighborhood. The transition depends 
on the joined cells trivially, i.e., it is independent of them. 
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Further we assume such a neighborhood. 
6. A configuration c£C is of finite support if only a finite number of values 
of c: Z d—A differs from a„. This finite set of cells in c will be called the support 
of the configuration. Denote by CF the set of all configurations of finite support. 
7. A configuration c£C will be called Garden-of-Eden or briefly Eden if 
there is no c^C such that F(cl)=c. This concept can be defined considering 
CF instead of C as well. 
It would be important to know whether a given CA contains Eden-configuration 
or not, for it is closely related to function F. More exactly, if there exists an Eden-
configuration in a CA, the mapping F is not surjective. 
Amoroso and Patt created an algorithm [1] by means of which it can be decided 
for an arbitrary one-dimensional CA whether it contains Eden or not. 
Algorithm of Amoroso and Patt: 
Construct a finite graph (a tree) each node of which will be a subset of all 
«-tuples in A" with equal images of / . Select an element b£A, let the (unique) 
node N at level 0 be the set of all «-tuples (a1, ..., an) such that / ( a l v . . . , a„) = b. 
For each node N at level i (>0) construct for each a£A a n o d e Na at level z'+l 
as it follows. If (flj, ..., a„) is an element in the set corresponding to N, the set 
corresponding to Na will consist of exactly those «-tuples (a2, ...,an,d), (eldA) 
for which f(a2, ..., a„, d)=a. A directed arc labeled by a is then drawn from node 
N to node Na. 
If for each (at, ...,a„) at N there are no such elements d, then this node 
Na is not included in the graph and we say that N is terminal node in the graph. 
If during the construction process a number of nodes appear at the same or 
different levels, all nodes associated with the same subset of A" then each one will be 
a distinct node in the graph, but only one, arbitrarily chosen, will be extended. 
This process must terminate since there is a bound on the number of possible subsets 
of A". 
Theorem 1. In a CA (A, Z, x, / ) if there is no Eden of finite support then there 
is no terminal node in the graph constructed above. 
Proof. If we get the terminal node across the arcs bb1 ... bk, it is easy to show 
that the configuration having this support has no preimage under F. 
Theorem 2. In a CA (A, Z, x , f ) if the defining table of the local transformation 
function is not balanced then there exists an Eden of finite support in the CA. 
Proof. Will be given by means of the algorithm of Amoroso and Patt. Let 
n be the neighborhood size of the CA. Denote by \A\ the number of elements in the 
set A. We shall see if there is a node in the graph which contains k «-tuples, then 
continuing the process we get a node containing not more than k — 1 «-tuples. 
Suppose the contrary. Construct « levels of the graph, in this case the equal 
nodes too. On level n there are | A |" nodes. The number of «-tuples in each node 
is k because of our assumption. It should be clear from the construction, process 
that for each a ^ A there are M| n _ 1 nodes on level «, which contains «-tuples 
having image af under / . (If it were not so, we should have a terminal node.) 
We show that all of such «-tuples are contained exactly k-times on level «. On the 
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first level there are k «-tuples containing at as a last element, (for each a^A) 
because we join all a £ A to each «-tuple of level 0. These elements in the tailes 
of the «-tuples are shifting forward on each level, and to each tail every a ^ A 
joins. So we get all of the «-tuples of A /c-times on level n. For each a^aj if 
the sets of «-tuples are disjoint and the multiplicity is always k then for each 
a£A there are exactly ¡A]"'1 «-tuples having image at. So the table of the local 
transformation function is balanced which is contradiction. 
So the statement is valid for each k, and for k = 1 we shall get to a terminal 
node. Then from Theorem 1 it follows the existence of an Eden configuration. 
REMARK. The converse of the theorem above is not true, there exists a trans-
formation function which has balanced defining table, but the CA contains Eden 
configuration. For example: A = 2, « = 3, denote the two states of the cells 0 and 1. 
Let us construct the graph beginning with the «-tuples having image 0. (This defines 
the function / as well.) 
We have got to a terminal node, so the CA has Eden configuration. 
We have the following sufficient condition: 
Theorem 3. If the defining table of the local transformation function is balanced 
and it holds for each a t£A that taking away the first elements from the «-tuples 
having image at under / , there are no equal ones among the left « —1-tuples: 
or this is valid for the last elements, then the CA has no Eden configuration. 
Proof. Construct the graph beginning with the «-tuples having image an arbitrary 
a£A. 
1. If the last «-1-tuples are different, on the following level all of the «-tuples 
appear. This is valid for all nodes so further we shall have the same nodes. 
2. If the first n — 1-tuples are different then from each «-tuple we get \A\ 
«-tuples which are in different nodes. Therefore, we shall never get to a terminal 
node. 
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Abstract 
This article gives a necessary and a sufficient condition for the existence of an Eden configuration 
in one-dimensional cellular automata. 
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Linear parallel maps of tessellation automata 
B y E . KATONA 
The ¿-state cellular automaton, where the local map computes the modulo-s 
sum of all neighbour-states, has very useful algebraic properties (see [1]). The principle 
of this cellular automaton will be generalized in this paper, as far as it is possible, 
applying inhomogeneous tessellation automata (defined in [2], [6] and below), so we get 
the concept of linear parallel maps. A wide class of parallel maps is obtained in 
such a way, keeping the good algebraic properties of the structure in [1]. 
The present work discusses the fundamental characteristics of linear parallel 
maps, giving some examples and applications to demonstrate the theoretical results. 
Finally, we mention an open problem showing that many further investigations are 
possible in the area. 
1. Definitions 
In [6] a general conception is developed for practical construction and appli-
cation of cellular automata. On the basis of it we have given a strong generaliza-
tion for the concept of cellular automaton in [2], those definitions are repeated below. 
DEFINITION. An inhomogeneous cellular automaton (in short CA) is a four-
tuple (C, A, N, <t>), where 
C={c1, ...,cm} is the finite set of cells, 
A = {0,1, ..., s — 1} is the finite set of cell-states, 
N: c;i-»-(cI-1, ..., Ci ) is the neighbourhood function, 
which assigns to each cell its neighbours. The specification of neighbours may be 
different cell by cell, i.e. the cellular automaton has a totally arbitrary topology. 
<P: c^-*-fi is the function-system, which assigns to each cell an /¡ : A"i->-A local 
transition function (local map in short). The local maps also may be different cell 
by cell. 
Note that a nearly homogeneous topology with only a few different local maps 
is sufficient in practice, yet the theoretical studies need no such a restriction. 
The CA works as usual: at time / = 0 each cell has an initial state. From t to 
? + 1 each cell changes its state synchromously so that the new state of a cell depends 
only on its neighbours, according to the local map. 
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DEFINITION. An inhomogeneous tessellation automaton (in short T A ) is a triple 
(C, A, N), where the components correspond to the above-mentioned ones. In this 
case the function-system is time-varying: at time t the TA executes a function-
system i>,. 
FURTHER USUAL DEFINITIONS. A configuration is a possible global state of the 
TA, formally a mapping n \C—A. It will be denoted always by Greek letters, and the 
notation a = ( a l 5 ..., am), where a f=a(c,) , will be used too. We denote by si the 
set of all configurations. 
The parallel map induced by a given function-system is a mapping F: si , 
where F(a) = jS if for all i ft (ah, ..., ain) = P(Ci) (the «¡-tuple (ah, ..., ain) 
denotes the neighbourhood of c; in a). A mapping F: si will be called 
a parallel map, if and only if there exists a function-system inducing F. 
2. Linear parallel maps 
In [1] an j-state homogeneous CA was investigated, with arbitrary dimension 
and neighbourhood-index, where the local map of any cell computes the sum (in the 
sense modulo .$) of all neighbour-states. The parallel map of this CA is linear in the 
following sense: for any configurations a, ¡3: F(a + /?) = F(a) + F( fi), where a + ¡3 
denotes the configuration satisfying (a4-^)(cj) = a(ci) + j3(ci) for any i. This 
property is indispensable to prove the most important characteristic of this CA: 
it reproduces an arbitrary pattern in sq steps if q is great enough (see [1]). 
In the following we define the concept of linear parallel maps in general. 
Let (C, A, N) be a TA such that the set A forms a finite commutative ring 
with identity element, whose operations are denoted by + and •. In the most 
simple case A is a residue-class-ring, namely A = {0,1, ..., s—1} and the two 
operations are the modulo-.? addition and multiplication. 
Further a configuration a will be considered as a vector (a1, ..., am) over the 
ring A. If a. = (a1, ..., am) and fi=(b1, ..., bm) then the configurations a + fl and 
k-a are defined in the usual way: a + (i:=(a1 + b1, ..., am + bm) and k-a:—{ka1, ... 
It is clear that the following holds: 
Theorem 1. The set of all configurations forms an m-dimensional vector-
space over the ring A. 
DEFINITION. A parallel map F is called a linear parallel map, if it is a linear 
transformation of the vector-space s i onto itself: F(a+p) = F(a) + F(ft) and 
F(k•a)=k- F(a) holds for any k£A and a, fi^stf. 
It is well-known from algebra (see [3]), that a map F : si is linear iff 
there exists a matrix K of type m • m over A such that for any F(a)=K-a 
holds (here a is considered a"matrix of type m • 1). Using this fact the following 
result can be proved. 
Theorem 2. A parallel map F is linear iff each local map has the form 
/ ¡ K - - , % ) = ku1ai1+-+kun.atni> w h e r e kih> •••> kiin^A-
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Proof. If F is a linear parallel map then 3K: Va: F{a)—K-a. So we get: 
fi^a^, ..., aln ) = kaa1+... + kimam for any i. However if Cj is not a neighbour 
of c^ then k t j must be equal to 0. 
Conversely, if each f forms a linear combination, then the matrix K is 
constructable in the following way: if c} is a neighbour of c; then let kiS be the 
coefficient corresponding to Cj in the formula of f . If Cj is not a neighbour of 
q then ku:=0. • 
3. One-to-one parallel maps 
From [3] we recall the following result: A matrix K. over the ring A has an 
inverse K~l iff the determinant of K is not a zero-divisor. (An element a(fA) 
is called zero-divisor if there exists a nonzero element ¿>(£ A) such that 0.) 
Applying this result to parallel maps we get 
Theorem 3. A linear parallel map F is one-to-one iff the determinant of its 
matrix is not a zero-divisor. 
Considering a two-state CA we have a more concrete result " 
Theorem 4. A' linear parallel map F, induced by a two-state CA, is one-to-one 
iff the number of such distinct permutations p: C—C, where for any i, p (c,) is 
a "real" neighbour of c ;, is odd. (cj is called a "real" neighbour of if the local 
map fi depends on the state of c}.) . • 
Proof. The ring A — {0,1} is zero-divisor-free (it is a field), therefore we must 
prove: the determinant D of the matrix of F has the value 1 iff the right-hand 
condition above holds. By the definition, D = — 1)' • klpi ... k„,Prn where p is 
p 
a permutation C-+C and pt denotes p(c^). The factor ( — I)7 may be eliminated 
because in the field {0, 1} the elements —1 and 1 are equal. Further we have: 
D = 1 iff the number of permutations satisfying klpi •... • kmPm = 1 is odd, where 
k u = 1 means that cy is a real neighbour of c ;. • 
Example. Let (C, A, N, <P) be a one-dimensional two-state CA interconnected 
into a circle (i.e., c1 and cm are neighbours), where N(cj) = (ch ci+1) and 
/¡(a ;, a / + 1) = a ; + a ; + 1 for any i. The parallel map of this CA is not one-to-one, 
because there are two permutations satisfying the condition in Theorem 4: pi{c^ = ci 
and p2 (c,-) = c i + 1 for any i. However this parallel map can be made one-to-one modifying 
only one among the local maps on /¡(a ;, ai+r) = ai, since in this case we have only 
the permutation pt. -
• In these two examples the bijectivity of F was independent of m. Note that in 
other cases it depends strongly on the size of the given CA (see [4]). 
4. Decision procedure for bijectivity and reversibility 
DEFINITION. A parallel map F is called (locally) reversible, if it is one-to-one 
and F - 1 is also a parallel map. The function-system, which generates is 
called the reverse function-system. 
In this paragraph a simple procedure is presented (realizable in practice by the 
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simulation of the CA), which decides that whether or not a linear parallel map F 
induced by a CA (C, A, N, €>) is one-to-one (i.e. bijectiv). If it is, then we can decide 
its reversibility and construct the reverse function-system toó. 
i 
Let the CA start from a configuration e, = (0, ..., 0,1, 0, ..., 0) until it reaches 
a cycle (i.e. until a time t2, for which 3?i(-=/2): F'i(e i) = F'2(ei)). If this procedure 
was executed for any e¡ (i=1, ..., m), then we have one of the following two cases: 
(i) There exists an- e¡ such that in its cycle (from F'i(e¡) to F'z(e¡)) the con-
figuration £; is not occuring. This implies that there exist a, ¡i such that a ^ f i 
and F(a) = F_(fi), i.e., F is not one-to-one. 
(ii) Each £¡ generates a cycle returning into itself. Consequently each s¡ has 
a predecessor F~1(si). Since s1,...,em is a basis of the vector-space si, therefore 
F is one-to-one, F - 1 is linear too and its matrix consists of the columns F - 1 ^ ) , ... 
..., F-^eJ. Moreover, F'1 is a parallel map iff its matrix has zero elements for 
each (i, j) where Cj is not a neighbour of c¡. 
Summarizing our-results, we get 
Theorem 5. A linear parallel map F is one-to-one iff for any i the configuration 
i 
s¿—(0, ..., 0,1, 0, —, 0) has a predecessor F~1(s¡). Furthermore F is reversible 
iff every F~l(s¡) has only the neighbouring cells of c¡ in nonzero state. • 
Note that a homogeneous CA shows the same behaviour for any e¡, con-
sequently it is sufficient to investigate it starting from e1. Our procedure is powerful 
practically only in this case. 
Example. A homogeneous CA (C, A, N, <P) is considered (a so-called Linden- . 
mayer-CA, investigated in [4]) where 
C = {c1>l5 . . . , c8j8} is a two dimensional matrix, 
A = {0, 1}, 
N' Cl j ( C l j > C ¡ -1 , j 5 Ci + l , J3 Ci,j-l! Cl,j + l ) 
for any i,j. The indexes are interpreted cyclically (for example N(cul) — 
= ( c i ,u c8,u cs,i> ci,8' ci,2))> hereby the edges are interconnected into a torus 
. (homogeneous topology). 
0: c¡j^-f for any /, j, where / computes the modulo-2 sum of all neighbour-
states. So $ induces a linear parallel map. 
Starting this CA from the configuration e4j4 a four-step cycle is obtained 
(Figure 1). Since the CA is homogeneous, so each shows an analogous behaviour.* 
This implies that our CA generates a one-to-one parallel map F. But, at the same 
time, in the configuration F~1(e4A) (see step 3) there are 16 cells, not neighbouring 
with c4)4, in nonzero state. Consequently the CA is not locally reversible. 
* If the torus-connection is rejected and dummy cells are used on the edges of CA (inhomo-
geneous topology!), then we need a test for the'configurations e ^ , e 2 ) 1 , e2>2, E8)1, E3>2, e3 > 3 , e 4 f l , 
£4,2) £4,3» tOO. 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
initial step 1 step 2 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
step 3 step 4 
Figure 1 
Note that we can construct a reverse CA to the above-mentioned one, as follows: 
let A' be a homogeneous torus-topology on the set C = {c, ,, ..., c8i8} such that 
e.g. N(ciA) contains the cells having the state 1 in F-1(E4j1) (see step 3 in Figure 1), 
and let <t> be such that each local map computes the modulo-2 sum of all neighbour-
states. This CA generates the parallel map 
5. The problem of the synthesis 
In this point we mention an important open problem in the theory of TA 
(it was investigated in [5], in case of one-dimension) which, if only linear parallel 
maps are considered, simplifies into a matrix-theoretical problem. 
It is obvious that for some linear parallel maps Fl and F,, with matrixes Kx 
and K2, respectively, the mapping / 2 o Fx is linear too, and has the matrix K2 • Kv. 
We have the following problem: 
If ( C , A , N ) is a TA and F: s i i s an arbitrary linear mapping, then 
whether or not there exist linear parallel maps F1,...,Fn such that Fno...oF1 = F. 
If we have no such a row of parallel maps, then what extension of the neighbourhood 
function N is needed to that? 
Because in the matrix of any parallel map each element k^—O, for which 
Cj is not a neighbour of c ;, so the problem described above alters into an algebraic 
question: which index-sets I={(h,j\), •••, (ir>Jr)} do satisfy, that an arbitrary 
matrix M over A is decomposable into a product Mx •... • M„, where each com-
ponent M ; contains nonzero elements only with indexes in /? 
Note that in [5] it was proved that for a usual (i.e. infinite, homogeneous) one-
dimensional TA such finite index set (i.e. a finite neighbourhood) does not exist. 
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6. Concluding remarks 
In this work a'special class of cellular automata was studied having linear pa-
rallel maps and — consequently — linear algebraic properties. In Theorem 2 were 
characterized the local maps inducing linear parallel maps; further it was shown 
that many interesting problems in the theory of cellular automata (e.g. the Garden-
of-Eden problem, reversibility, synthesis-problem) can be investigated easily in this 
linear case, applying the results of linear algebra. 
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Schiitzenberger's monoids* 
B y K . H . K I M a n d F . W . ROUSH 
. In [1], Schiitzenberger proposed the following problem. "Give an algorithm 
to construct inductively all finite monoids M which contain a submonoid P satis-
fying 
(Us)m, m'dMOxmm', m'm£P<=> m, m'dP . 
(Nd)meM=> POMmM^Q 
and (to limit the problem to its essential) which are such that P is not a union of 
classes of a nontrivial congruence on M." 
Definition 1. A (Us, Nd)-submonoid of a monoid M is a submonoid P satisfying 
the two conditions (Us) and (Nd). Such a submonoid is simple if P is not a union 
of classes of a nontrivial congruence on M. 
Theorem 1. Let P be a simple (Us, Nd)-submonoid of a finite monoid M. 
Then P contains all invertible elements of M. If x f P and the jf-class of x is 
a group then P contains the entire yf-class of x. Some element of the lowest 
¡¿-class of M belongs to P. All Jf-classes of the lowest 3)-class D0 of M contain 
only one element. And P contains the centralizer of any element of D0 f ) P. 
Proof. Let P be a simple {Us, A^-submonoid of M, and let D0 be the 
lowest ^-class of M. Condition (Nd) is equivalent to stating that P contains 
some element z of D0. Suppose x belongs, to P and the Jf-class of x is a group. 
Let e be the identity element of this Jf-class and y any other element of the Jf-class. 
Then ex=xe=x implies e belongs to P. And yy~1=y~1y = e implies y belongs 
to P. Therefore P contains the entire Jf-class of x, and also the Jf-classes 
of all elements of P in D0. Also P contains the Jf-class of the identity element 
of M. Therefore it contains all invertible elements of M. 
Let a be the equivalence relation xSCy if and only if x=y or x, y£D0 and 
xJfy. We claim a is a congruence. Let x, y€D0 and xJ fy . Let e be the idem-
potent of this Jf-class. Let a£M. Then ax = (ae)x and ay = (ae)y. The ^-class 
D0 is a finite simple semigroup, and ae£D0 and x J f y in D0. By the structure of 
* This work was supported by Alabama State University Faculty Research Grant R-78-6. 
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finite simple semigroups (Suschkevitch's theorem) this implies (ae)x Jif(ae)y. 
Likewise xaJifya. Therefore a is a congruence. If the Jf-classes of D0 contain 
more than one element the congruence a is nontrivial. Since P is a union of classes 
of a, this would mean P is not simple. Therefore the ^"-classes of P contain 
only a single element. 
Let c belong to the centralizer of z£D0f]P. Then cz = zc = zzc = zcz = z(zcz)z 
since z is idempotent. But z(zcz)z lies in the Jf-class of z. Since this -class 
contains only one element cz=zc=z. Therefore c£P. This proves the theorem. 
NOTATION. (1 ) Let \X\ denote the cardinality of a set X. 
(2) Let B„ denote the semigroup of binary relations on an «-element set. 
(3) Let Tn denote the semigroup of transformations on an «-element set. 
Corollary. Let M,P be as in the preceding theorem and let | M | >1 , and let 
1 be the monoid identity. Then M cannot be abelian, contain a zero, be an inverse 
semigroup, Bn,Tn, or GLS («, F). 
Proof. The preceding theorem implies that D0 must contain more than one 
,^-class, else D0 would be a single zero element and P=M. For | M | > 1 , P would 
not be simple. In particular M cannot contain a zero. This rules out all the above 
types of semigroups except Tn. 
Suppose M=Tn, « > 1 . Then the symmetric group belongs to P. Therefore 
all rank 1 transformations belong to P. This implies all transformations belong 
to P, by condition (Us). Therefore for n > l , M is not simple. 
Proposition 2. Let P be a (Us, Nd)-submonoid of the finite monoid M. Let 
a be the relation xay if and only if for all u, v£M (uxv£P if and only if uyvdPJ. 
Then a is a congruence on M and P is a union of classes of a. Let M0, P0 be 
the quotients of M,P by a. Then P0 is a simple (Us, Nd)-submonoid of M0. 
Proof. It is immediate that a is an equivalence relation, and a computation 
shows that a is a congruence. Suppose xay and y£P. Take u = v = 1, the identity 
of the monoid. Then x£P. Therefore P is a union of classes of a. Let M0,P0 
be the quotients of M, P by a. Suppose P0 is a union of classes of some congruence 
.p. Let M1,P1 be the quotients of M 0 , P 0 by /?. Let h^-M—M,, and h2: M0-*M1 
be the quotient homomorphisms. Let y be the congruence on M such that xyy 
if and only if (x)h1h2 = (y)h1h2. If P is a nontrivial congruence, there exist x, y 
such that xyy but not xay. By symmetry we may assume that for some u, v(LM, 
uxv£P and uyv$P. Therefore (uxv)h1h2^Pl but (uyv)hxh2(iPi. But {x^lu — 
= (y)h1h2. Therefore (uxv)h1h2 = (uyv)h1h2. This is a contradiction. This proves 
the proposition. 
Definition 2. Let C be a free monoid on generators A ,̂ „\2, . . . ,x k . If W is 
. a word of G a segment of G is a word formed by the /-th through /-th letters of 
W in order, for some If the segment is called initial. If j=n the segment 
is called terminal. Let Gn be the homomorphic image of G in which W1 = W2 
if and only if W1 and W2 have the same length « initial segment or W1—W2. 
Theorem 3. Let W0 be a word of length n in G such that no initial segment 
of W0 equals a terminal segment of W0, other than the segment W0 itself. Let 
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P= {1, W0}. Then P is a (Us, Nd)-submonoid of Gn. Let a be the relation on 
Gn such that xay if and only if for all u, v£Gn : uxv£P if and only if uyv£ P. Then 
P/tx. is a simple (Us, Nd)-submonoid of GJa. Suppose the last letter of W0 is not x1. 
Let S be the set {1, x j , all segments of W0, f¥xj!~r such that W is a terminal 
segment of length r of W0 which also equals a nonterminal segment of fV,,}. Then 
S contains exactly one element from each class of a. Products in GJa can be 
described as follows. Take the product Y in Gn and reduce as follows. If Y=some 
element of S, the product is Y. Suppose Y does not equal an element of S. 
Suppose an initial segment t of Y equals a terminal segment of W0 of length 
r, where r is a maximum. Then if t equals a nonterminal segment of JV0 the prod-
uct in GJa is tx"~r. If t does not equal a nonterminal segment of W0 the product 
is t. If no initial segment of Y equals a terminal segment of W0, then the product 
is x j . 
Proof The set P= {1, W0} is a submonoid of Gn since W$=W0. Suppose • 
for some W^ W2^G„, W 1 W 2 = W 2 W 1 ^ 1. Then Suppose WXW2 = 
= W2W1=W0. Then if W1, W2$P, some initial segment of W0 equals a final 
segment. This is contrary to assumption. Therefore P satisfies condition (Us). 
The lowest ^-class of G„ consists of all length n words. Therefore W0 belongs 
to this lowest ^-class. Therefore P satisfies condition (Nd). It follows from Propo-
sition 2 that GJa is simple. It remains to describe the relation a. Suppose x has 
the property that x is not a segment of W0 and x is not 1 and no initial segment 
of x equals a final segment of . It follows that uxv equals W0 if and only 
if u equals W0. Since x j also has this property, xocxj. Suppose x(£ S and an 
initial segment t of x equals a terminal segment of JV0 of length r, where r is 
maximal. Suppose t equals a nonterminal segment of JV0. If uxv—W0 then 
ux=Wo since x is not a segment of JV„. Therefore ut=W0. Therefore utx\~r = 
= W0. Suppose utx"~rv= Wis. Then utx\~r=W0 since the length of txl~r is n. 
Therefore ut=W0 since the last letter of fV0 is not x\. Therefore uxv=fV0. 
This proves xatx"~r. Suppose t does not equal a nonterminal segment of W0. 
Then we have xat by a similar argument. This proves that S contains at least one 
element from every class of a. Suppose yaz where z= 1. Then yd P. Therefore 
y=l or W. But zx^iP implies yx\$P which implies y^W. So y= 1. Suppose 
yaz where z is a nonterminal segment of W0. Let W0 = zxzz2 in G. Then zxyz2 = 
= Wu. Suppose y had length greater than z. Then z1yz3=IV0 in G„ where z3 
is obtained from z2 by omitting the last letter of z2. But zLzz3 ^ W^. This contra-
dicts yaz. Therefore the length of y is not more than the length of z. So z1yz.2 = 
=zjzz2 in G. So y=z. If z is a terminal segment of W0 which does not equal 
a nonterminal segment of W0, we have shown above that zazx"~~r where r is 
the length of z. Suppose yazx^~r where z is any terminal segment of W of 
length r. Then y does not equal a nonterminal segment of W0. Let W0 = z1z 
in G. Then zly=W0 in G„. Therefore y=zz2 for some z2. Suppose an initial 
segment of y of length greater than r equals a terminal segment of Wn. Then 
yaz will be false. This proves no two elements of 5 belong to the same class of a. 
Moreover it completely describes the relation a. The description of multiplication 
in GJa follows. This proves the theorem. 
CONCLUDING REMARK. This construction can be generalized in a number of 
ways. For certain words W0, P will have more than two elements. More than one 
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word W0 of length n can be chosen. A similar construction can be made where 
Gn is replaced by the free monoid band on xlt x2, ..., xk and W0 is replaced by 
the word x1x2...xk. This will give (Us, iVd)-simple submonoids of semigroups 
which are bands. 
Abstract 
We study pairs, P, M, P<zM of monoids such that P contains an element of the lowest 
£$-class of M and mm', m'm^P if and only if m, >ri £ P for all m, m'£ M. Such pairs are called 
simple if P is not a union of classes of a nontrivial congruence on M. We show that simple finite 
pairs P, M have certain characteristics which rule out most familiar semigroups. However we do 
construct an infinite family of simple, finite P, M pairs. 
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The cardinality of closed sets in pre-complete classes 
in fc-valued logics 
B y J . DEMETROVICS a n d L . H A N N A K 
Introduction y 
Let Ek = {0,1, ... k—1}. By a A:-valued function we shall mean a function 
f : EH~*Ek, and by Pk we denote the set of all those functions. If A is a subset 
of Pk, [A] will stand for the set of all superpositions over A. (The definition of 
a superposition over A is the following: 
1. f£A is a superposition over A. 
2. If g 0 (x l t ...,x„),g1(x11, ..., î̂miX ••• Sn(xni> xnm„) are either superpositions 
over A or gi(xa, ..., ximi) = xj(i=l, . . . ,«) theng0(gi(*ii ••• *imi), ..., g„(xnl, ...xnm)) 
is a superposition over A.) 
The set AcPk is closed if A=[A]. We call A complete if [A]=Pk. The 
closed set Jl is precomplete if Ji%A^Pk implies [A]=Pk. I. ROSENBERG [8] 
has given a complete description of the precomplete classes in Pk. In order to 
formulate his theorem we need some definitions. An h-ary relation J? is a subset 
of Eh. If g is an «-ary valued function and R is an h-ary relation we say that 
/ p r e s e r v e s R if ( f ( x \ , x§, ...,f{x\, ..., xtyiR whenever (x\, ..., xftZR, ... 
..., (xj, ..., x%)£R an h-ary relation R is called central if it fulfils the following 
conditions : 
1. (a1; ..., ah)£R whenever not all of a1,...,ah are distinct, 
2. for each permutation n of 1 ,2 , ..., h, (a l5 ..., ah)£R if and only if 
3 H {c|(ax, . . „ a ^ c ^ ^ E , . 
(«1 «h-iKEfc"1 
For a£Ek we denote by [a], the /-th digit ( /=0, ..., m—1) in the expansion 
m-1 
a— 2! [a]i • hl of a in the scale of h. 
1=0 
We may now state the theorem of Rosenberg as follows : 
There are 6 types of precomplete classes in Pk and every proper closed subset 
of Pk is contained in at least one precomplete class. 
This 6 types are the following: 
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1. Jlp the set of all functions which preserve a partial order n of Ek with 
greatest and least element. 
2. Sn, the set of all functions which preserve the graph of a nonidentical 
permutation n where n is the product of cycles with the same prime length. 
3. La the set of all functions which preserve the quaternary relation 
o = {(«i, a2, as, aj/cit + az = a3 + a4} 
where (Ek, + ) is an elementary Abelian /?-group. 
4. Kg, the set of all functions which preserve the non trivial equivalence-rela-
tion 9 of El. 
5. Ce, the set of all functions which preserve the h-ary central relation 
e (l^h^k). 
6. HR, the set of all functions which preserve the relation R, where R is 
for some h (3^hsk) and for some surjection i>: Ek—Eh™ the h-ary relation 
|{[*(*i)]i , . . . , [*(*•)]/}! for I = 0, . . . , m - l . 
x (Such a relation R is called /¡-regular.) 
If A is a closed subset of Pk, v(A) will denote the cardinality of the set of all 
closed sets contained in A. Let us denote by c the cardinality of the continuum. 
Ju. I. YANOV and A. A. MUCNIK [5] have proved that v(Pk)—c for k > 2 . 
The general result of E . POST [10] implies that v(P2)=K0-
It is a natural question to determine v(A) when A is a precomplete class. 
In this paper we shall prove the following three statements: 
I. if k> 2 and M is a precomplete class of type 1., 4., 5., or 6. then v(M) = c, 
II. if k>2 then for all precomplete classes of type 2., 
III. v(SJt) = c if k is not prime. 
The precomplete class La was investigated by many authors. A. SALOMAA [8] 
J. DEMETROVICS and J. BAGYINSZKI ([2] and [3]) proved in the case if k 
is prime. J. BAGYINSZKI [1] and A. SZENDREI [9] showed that if k is square-free then 
there are finitely many closed linear classes in Pk. A. SALOOMA [8] proved, that 
if k is not square-free and D. LAU [7] showed that v(La) = in this case. 
1. §• 
The proof of the first statement is based on the construction of Ju. I . JANOV 
and A. A. MUCNIK [5]. They have proved, that the set of functions { G J defined by 
g;(*i> •••,*;) = 
has the property 
i f \{j\xj = c}| = i o r 
\ { j \ X j = b}\ = l a n d 
\{j\xj = c}\=i-l 
in all other cases 
i [ u gj] 
(a ,b and c are pairwise distinct fixed elements of Ek,k>2). 
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Let fi be a fixed partial order of Ek, let a be its least element, c its greatest 
one and such that { A | Z X X < C } = 0 . In this case every g{ preserves fi, 
that is v (J (^ = t. If 0 is a non-trivial equivalence, then we can choose a ^ b such 
that a=b(6). Let c be an arbitrary element of Ek (c^a, c^b). Since 
gj(xu ..., A„)G (a, b) all gi preserve 9 and v(K9) = c. If q is a central relation 
of Ek then gi preserves q whenever a is an element of the centre of q. Hence 
v(Ce) = c. 
If R is an /i-regular relation, then we can chose arbitrary distinct elements 
a, b, c. Every gt preserves every h-regular relation of Ek. 
Thus we have proved 
Theorem 1. If k > 2 then 
» W = c 
v(Ke) = c 
v(Ce) = c 
v № ) = c 
for all /z, 6, q, R defined in I . ROSENBERG'S theorem. 
A permutation of Ek,n can be written as a product of disjoint cycles. Such 
a cycle will be denoted by ct . I f 
7i = c1...cn and Ci = (aa, ...,aim.) 
then {c,} will denote the set {an, ..., aim.}. 
Lemma 1. Let k^3, n be a permutation in the form n — c± ... cm. If m > l 
and there are /, j=m such that My, 
|{c,}| = fcl5 |{Cj}| = k2 and kx\k2 devides k2) 
then a set of closed classes of cardinality c preserving n can be constructed. 
Proof. We can assume, that 
cx = (0, . . . ,a„), c2 = (1, 2, ...,a,„) and |{ci>|||{c2>|. 
May be that {cj}= {0} or {c2}= {1, 2}. 
Let m ^ 3 and 
b£c2, if {«! , . . . , am}<z {c2} and \{j \ cij = 2>}| = 1 and 
all ajT^b is equal to 7r -1(b), 
d£c1, if {a l s . . . , a m } c { c j J U ^ } and the previous 
condition does not hold, 
a, in all other cases. 
One can easily see, that since 1 [[{c2}|, gm(x1, ..., xm) preserves n. 
We shall prove that gm $ [ | J = Gm for all m s 3 . Let us suppose that gkd Gk i.e. 
gk(x 1, —,xk) = ...,xk) 
2* 
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where 91 is a superposition over Gk. Let gs (xh, ..., xis) be a function in 91. If s<k 
then we can find an xl such that {x;i, ..., x , J . If we choose x, = l and x 1 = x 2 , ... 
. . . , x ( _ 1 = x l + 1 , ...,xk=2 then, by the definition, g ^ , ..., x t ) = l , and g s (x l i ; ...,xlV)€ 
C^j tha t i s 91 ̂  1 holds. (All gm preserve the set { ^ j U {c2} a n d ^ , ..., flm}ile17
i0, 
{fli, ..., o ^ c r l c j J U {c2} imply gm(a1, .... am)£c1. If s>k then we have at least 
one pair 
xik, xh such that ik = /,. 
Let xik=xi( = 1 and all x7 = 2 with In this case we have also gs(xh, ..., xi)^cl 
and gk(x1, ..., xk) = l, which is a contradiction. Thus Lemma 1 is proved. 
As a corollary of Lemma 1 we obtain 
Theorem 2. If k > 2 and k is not prime then v(S„) = c for all precomplete 
classes S„. 
Lemma 2. Let k > 2 , and n be a permutation which contains at least one 
cycle of length q ^ 3 . Then a set of closed classes of cardinality c preserving n 
can be constructed. 
Proof. We will give a set of functions {f,} such that tk $ [ (J /,] = Tk and t{ 
preserves n. 
Let 
b if (a l 5 . . . , a J = (b, b, ..., b) or 
(a l 5 . . . , a ; _ l 5 a ; + 1 , . . . , a j = (6, b, ..., b) 
tmifl..., a j = < 
and 0/ K b ) 
Ti-i(&) i f { ^ . . . . . « „ j e O r - ^ ) , * } " 
and {j | a j = b}\ c. m — 1 
in all other cases. 
ib is an element of a cycle which has the length q = 2). 
The definition implies that tm preserves n, and tm{\n~1{b),b}m)(:{n~\b),b}. 
A vector a—(a1, ..., am) is called characteristic if 
and 
\{j\aj = b}\ = m~l 
\{j\aj = K-Hb)1\ = l. 
Let us suppose that tm(x,, ..., xm) = 2f where 91 is a superposition over Tm. 
In this case we can choose a formula such, that 9I* = /S (SBt, ..., ®s), 21* equals 
b on all characteristic vectors and for every 93; there is a characteristic vector 
a ' such that ^ ¡ ( a ^ ^ b . (I.e. is "minimal".) 
By the assumption we have s > m . Let vk denote the characteristic vector 
with xk=n~1(b). Consider the matrix 
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By the "minimality" of 91* every column of the matrix contains at least one 
occurrence of n~l{b). s>m implies that at least one row of the matrix contains 
two or more occurrence of n~x(b). If the /-th row contains at least twice n~\b) 
then 2 I * ( V ' ) = T I : - 1 ( 6 ) which is a contradiction as tm(vj)=b for all j£{1, 2, ..., m). 
Thus Lemma 2 is proved. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2 and 1 we have 
Theorem 3. If k^3 then for all precomplete classes SK, holds. 
If k is not prime, then v(S„) = c. 
C O M P U T E R A N D A U T O M A T I O N I N S T I T U T E 
H U N G A R I A N A C A D E M Y O F S C I E N C E S 
K E N D E U. 13—17. 
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Recognition of monotone functions 
B y H . - D . O . F . G R O N A U 
Let n, k, kx, k2, ..., kn be integers with n s l , k^l and 
Moreover, let E= {0,1, ..., k) and Et = {0, 1, ..., for / = 1 , 2 , . . . , « . We 
consider functions 
/(*) =f(x1,xt, ...,xn): N = E1XEaX...XEm-E. 
We always may assume that / takes each value of E. If x=(x1,x2, x„) and 
y = (yx, >'2? •••, y„) are vectors from N, let x^y if and only if x^yi for 
i = l , 2, ..., n. f is said to be monotonically increasing if x=y implies f ( x ) ^ f ( y ) . 
Let M(kx, k2, ..., kn, k) denote the set of all such monotone functions. M( 1,1, ... 
..., 1,1) is the set of monotone Boolean functions. 
Let P ( f ) be a minimal set of vectors x on which / h a s to be known for knowing 
the function completely. Let 
X(ki,ka, ...,k„,k)= max J P ( / ) | . 
fZMQi! kn,k) 
Furthermore, let (p(kx, k2, ..., kn, k) denote the minimal number of operations 
of the best algorithm for the recognition of an arbitrary function / of M(k1, k2, ... 
. . . ,k„ ,k) . Clearly, 
(p(ki, k2, ..., kn, k) = x(ki> k2, ..., k„, k). 
G . HANSEL [1] proved in case k„=k=1 that 
<p(i;i, . . . , l , l ) = z ( l , l , . . . ,1,1) = + i 
It is conjectured that <p=x is also true in the general case. Therefore, it is important 
to known x exactly, not only a lower estimation. The aim of this note is to deter-
gí n 
mine the exact value of x- Let m = ^k¡, m(x) = ^x¡ and Slm(N) = \{x: x£N, 
i=l ~ 1=1 
m(x)—l}\. We have 
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Theorem 1. 
k2, ..., kn, k) — sum of the 2k largest values Slm(N). 
Proof. A chain (x1, x2, ..., xm) of length m is a sequence of m different 
vectors from N satisfying P ( f ) , where / is an arbitrary function 
belonging to M, contains no chain of length 2k + \. Assume the contrary. Then 
there are 3 consecutive members x',x",x"' of the chain satisfying f(x')—f{x,r) = 
= / ( * ' " ) = / , where /€{1,2, ..., A:—1}, or we have f(xz)=0 or f(xm~1)=k. Since 
i=f(x')sf(x")^f(x"') = i, / ( * W ( * 2 ) = 0 or f(x"), / (x 1 ) or 
/ ( / • ) , respectively, would follow from the others immediately, i.e. x", x1 or xm 
could be omitted in P ( f ) , in contradiction to our supposition that P is minimal. 
By J. SCHONHEIM'S result ([2], Theorem 2) we obtain for each / : 
\P(f)\ S sum of the 2k largest values Slm(N). 
Now we consider the function 
k if + k 3=m(x ) , 
f(x) = i if ' [ • y ] + Z i - f c s n i ( i ) ^ [ - y ] + 2 i - f c + l (i = l , . . . , * - l ) , 
0 if . m ( x ) ? i [ - ^ - ] - f c + 1 . 
/ (x) , where j ^ J — c a n n o t be infered by / of the other 
vectors. 
J. SCHONHEIM'S remarks ([2], Remarks 4 and 5 ) complets the proof. • 
In case k„ = 1 we obtain 
Corollary 1. 
, ; " K b * 
2(1,1, . . . , i , / c ) = 2 
Incase kn=k=1 we obtain partly G . HANSEL'S result. 
Corollary 2. 
m \ j ) 
+ i 
Theorem 2. 
<p(i,i,...,i,k)= 2 I1• 
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Proof. We use (ps% and Corollary 1 on one side and the special symmetrical 
chain method by G. HANSEL on the other side. Let / be known on all chains having 
a length S a . Furthermore, let c be an arbitrary chain of length a+2. Then / is 
known on many of the members of c immediately. More precisely, at most on 2 vec-
tors of c we do not know if / takes the value 0 or a value of {1, ..., k}. Then at 
most on 2 vectors of c we do not know if / takes the value 1 or a value of {2, ..., k}; 
and so on. Finally, / is unknown at most on 2k members of c. By HANSEL'S 
argument the theorem follows immediately. • 
Finally, we want to mention that HANSEL'S special symmetrical chain method 
cannot be generalized to the general case k„^2. N is then partitionable too, 
but not in HANSEL'S special symmetrical chains. This can be verified easily in the 
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A method for minimizing partially defined 
Boolean functions 
B y F . MÓRICZ,* A . VARGA* a n d P . ECSEDI-TÓTH** 
A simple procedure is presented for minimizing partially defined Boolean 
functions. A binary tree is constructed to every such function in a natural way, 
then certain subtrees are used to obtain a partially defined irredundant normal 
form, equivalent to the starting function. 
§ 1. Preliminaries 
The truth-values TRUE, FALSE, and UNDEFINED will be denoted by 
1, 0, and * (asterisk), respectively. The notion of partially defined Boolean function 
(truth function) and the notion of totally defined Boolean function (propositional 
formula) is used in the standard way. The collection of the partially defined Boolean 
functions will be denoted by 08, while the collection of the totally defined Boolean 
functions by $F. It is clear that ¿F^SS. We emphasize that the truth-values TRUE 
and FALSE are considered also as elements of ¿F, but UNDEFINED is not 
a partially defined Boolean function, i.e. we put 
{0, l } c f and * $ B. 
Let (p, ij/1, ..., \j/m be arbitrary formulae (in and let A1; ..., Am be arbitrary 
logical variables, not necessarily occurring in <p. If each occurrence of At in cp 
(if any) is substituted by i/̂  for i= 1, ...,m, then the resulting formula will be 
denoted by (p[A1\ip1, ..., Am\ij/m], while the substitution process by (A1\i//1, ..., Am\ij/m). 
If {A±, ..., Am} is the (full) set of the logical variables occurring in q> and each 
formula i¡/t ( l ^ i ^ m ) is identical with one of the truth-values TRUE and FALSE, 
then the substitution {A1\il/1, ..., Am\\j/m) will be called a valuation, and ^[A^ipy, ... 
..., Am\\j/m] is the value of q> under this valuation. The value of (p is clearly logically 
equivalent to one of the truth-values TRUE and FALSE. 
It is well-known from the propositional calculus that the value of any totally 
defined function -cp does not depend on the order of the logical variables in the 
valuation. In other words, to determine the value of a formula under a valuation 
it is indifferent that the substitution is executed simultaneously or successively. 
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We note that in certain cases the same definition works for <p£38, too. 
In more detail, if (A1\\j/1, ..., Am\\l/m) is a valuation for a partially defined function cp, 
then <p[A1\i//1, ..., Am\ipm], defined exactly as above, is either UNDEFINED or 
logically equivalent to one of the truth-values TRUE and FALSE. 
§ 2. The tree constructing algorithm 
For a partially defined Boolean function (p we have to know the set of those 
valuations for which (p is not defined, i.e. the set of undefined valuations. For any 
<p£38, let us write 
if 
neither cplA^, ..., Aj\j/n] = 1 nor >[/41 |i/'1, . . . , Am\\j/m] = 0, 
where {Alt ..., Am) is the full set of the logical variables occurring in cp, and 
..., ij/m are from the set {TRUE, FALSE}. We put 
<P* = K^ll'Al, ¿mWm)-- = *} 
and introduce the following two totally defined Boolean functions: . 
(p[A1\<p1,-...,Am\ij/m] 
if ( A ^ , . . . ^ J ^ X ^ , 
0 otherwise; 
<p°[Al\ilf1,...,AM = 




Finally, let us define a subset [cp°, cp1]. of J* by '-: > 
№,<?] = if ( A l ^ , . . . , ^ ! ^ ) ^ , , ' then 
ip[A1\il/1,..:,Am\ipm} = c p l A ^ , ..-.,Am\il/m]}. 
Lemma 1. Let the function f be defined as'follows 
(i) / : where is the power set of S7; 
(ii) f(<P) = [<P°, V1] if 
Then f is one-one. 
Proof. Trivial. U 
A somewhat stronger connection between the sets 88 and S^(^) can be easily 
established, too. In this paper, however, we need only the statement of the above 
lemma, so we do not deal with this strengthening. 
Now, it is clear'that a partially defined Boolean function (p may be given by 
the set and an arbitrary but fixed element ip of [cp°, (px}. By our point of 
interest, the function (p in question does not depend on the choice of ip. This is 
what we are going to demonstrate in the subsequent paragraphs of this section. 
The totally defined Boolean function is called a representative of <p and denoted 
by [q>]. 
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We turn to the tree constructing algorithm. 
Let <p(z&, fix an order S of the logical variables occurring in cp, and fix 
a representative [<p]. Then the following process will yield a binary tree. 
(i) Start with [cp] as the initial vertex of the tree to be constructed. 
(ii) Choose the first variable if we come from (i) or the subsequent variable 
if we come from (vii), say A, in the fixed order S at the vertex if/ actually treated. 
(iii) Form the expressions ip[A\i] and ip[A\0]. 
(iv) Apply the so-called computational rules of the propositional calculus 
(listed, e. g., in [2], [3], from (1) to (19)) as many times as possible in order to eliminate 
the truth-values from ip[A\l] and \j/[A\0], unless they are truth-values. 
(v) If the elimination is terminated, then these truth-value free expressions, 
otherwise ip[A\l] and ip[A\0] themselves, will provide the two new vertices obtain-
able from \jj. 
(vi) If ij/' is obtained from ip by substituting 1 (resp. 0) for A, then connect \f/ 
and \j/' by an edge labelled with A (resp. A, the negation of A). 
(vii) Stop if all the variables of S have been chosen, otherwise repeat f rom (ii). 
As it was proved in [2], [3] this process, for every [cp] and S, determines 
a unique binary tree denoted by [<p]s. The vertices of this tree are formulae; in 
particular, all the lowest vertices are already truth-values, while the edges are labelled 
with literals, i.e. logical variables or negated logical variables. However, the tree 
[<p]s depends heavily on the representative [<p]; if another representative of (p is 
given, then the resulting tree will usually alter. Our next step is to remove this un-
desirable dependence. To this end, we recall the notion of end vertex and path (cf. 
[3]). 
Consider the binary tree [<p]s constructed above. A vertex of [(p]s is called 
an end vertex if it is identical to a single truth-value (excluding UNDEFINED). 
By a path in [<p]s we mean a sequence of literals 
(i) whose first element labels an edge starting from [cp], 
(ii) the subsequent elements of the sequence label edges adjacent in [cp]s, 
(iii) the last element of the sequence labels an edge terminating at an end vertex. 
This end vertex will be called also the end vertex of the path in question. 
It is clear that any path contains every literal at most once (i.e. there no loop 
can occur in [<p]s). 
We can easily establish a one-one connection between the set of all paths 
(of [g>]s) and the set of all valuations (of the formula [cp]) in the following way: 
a) Let p={(pi, ..., (pm) be a path. Define the valuation vp=(A1\il/1, ..., Am\\j/J) 
by 
[0 if Aj = ipj, 
1 otherwise. 4>j = 
b) Conversely, if v=(A1\\j/1, ..., Am\\j/m) is a valuation, then define the path 
pv=((px, ..., <pm) by 
\Aj if ^ = 
[Aj otherwise. <Pj 
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Lemma 2. Let and ip', be two representatives for (p. Let an order 
S of the logical variables occurring in (p and a valuation v=(A1\\p1, ..., Am\ipm) 
be fixed. If the end vertices of the two paths, associated with v in the trees ip's and 
>ps respectively, are not identical, then we necessarily have i>€</>*. 
Proof. Since 91] and \p"£[(p°, (pl), by definition, for each valuation 
v=(A1 ..., Am\$m) i (p* we have 
I^'Mj...,Am\{j/J = <p[A! 1$!, ...,Am\$m] = 
This implies immediately the statement of our Lemma. • 
By virtue of Lemma 2, for every and fixed order S of the logical 
variables in <p we can uniquely define a tree <pSt as follows: 
(i) Choosing an arbitrary representative for cp, let us construct the [(p]s-tree 
in the way described above; 
(ii) For each valuation v£<p^ let us put the sign * at the end vertex of the 
path p„ associated with v. 
Lemma 3. Let <p£.8% and fix an order S of the logical variables occurring in cp. 
Then the tree <pSr just constructed is uniquely determined (not depending on the 
representative [<p\). 
Proof. The assertion clearly follows from the previous lemma. • 
§ 3. Minimization 
Two partially defined Boolean functions, (p and ip are said to be equivalent if 
(i) <p is defined under a valuation if and only if ip is so; 
(ii) whenever cp is defined under a valuation (A1\\p1, ..., Am\ipm), then 
"ml t ml' 
A 38 is said to be in a disjunctive (resp. conjunctive) normal form if [9)] is 
so. If [(p) is irredundant, then cp is also said to be irredundant. 
We note that somewhat other definitions of these notions are possible, too. 
We do not go into the details of this question, since the above definitions are quite 
appropriate for us concerning the minimization of partially defined Boolean functions. 
Let (p£38, a representative of <p, and an order S of the logical variables in q> 
be fixed. Construct the [<p]s-tree. If all the edges leading to the truth-value FALSE 
(resp. TRUE) are omitted in the [cp]s-tree, we get the so-called truncated [cp]I-tree 
(resp. [(pfs-tree) (cf. [2]). 
The notion of maximal simplifiable subtree was introduced in [3]. Here we recall 
the definition. 
Let a [rp]s-tree ( i=0 or 1) and a path p in it be given. By a maximal simplifiable 
subtree (in abbreviation: MSST) of p we mean a subtree <P of the [<p]j-tree which 
satisfies the following four conditions: 
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(i) 4> contains p ; 
(ii) Each path in $ starts from the initial vertex and terminates at an end 
vertex of the [<p]^-tree; 
(iii) <P is of the form drawn in Fig. 1, where Alt A2, ..., A„ are logical variables 
in cp and au ..., a„+1 are sequences of literals j u c h that each of the literals in 
these sequences is different from A1} Alt ... A„, A„\ and there exists at least one 
path, the end vertex of which is not identical with * ; 
(iv) The number of the paths in $ is maximal in the sense that there exists 
no subtree of the [<p]i-tree that also satisfies the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) and 
contains more paths than $ contains. 
Fig. 1 
These subtrees can be effectively generated by a simple way (see [2]) using an 
algorithm from [1]. 
By a cover of the truncated [<p]£-tree we mean a set of maximal simplifiable 
subtrees such that every path in [<p]j belongs to at least one MSST from this set. 
A cover is said to be irredundant if every MSST in it contains at least one path which 
belongs only to this MSST. 
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.fco 
tí. 
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In [2] we presented an algorithm for constructing an irredundant cover of an 
arbitrary cp^-tree, when q> is a totally defined Boolean function. This algorithm 
can be applied without any changes to the case of partially defined Boolean func-
tions if the end vertices * in the [^]|-tree are treated as if they were either 1 or 0 
according to how it is more favourable to obtain an irredundant cover. 
Thus, we find an irredundant cover of the [<p]i-tree, whence, via the main 
theorem of [2], we get an irredundant normal form of the representative [cp]. At 
the same time, this irredundant normal form of [<p] is a representative of a partially 
defined irredundant normal form of <p. Taking the set into account, a partially 
defined irredundant normal form of (p is completely determined. 
Example. Let [<p] and <p.4 be given as follows: 
[<p] = (Ä\/B\/C\/D\JE)A(Ä\/B\/C\/D\/E)/\(ÄVB\/C\/D\/E)A 
A(^VSVCVDV£)A(^V5VCV5V£)A(^V5VCVI>V£)A 
/\(AV BV CV DV E), 
cp„ = {(A, B, C, D, E); (A, B, C, D, £>; (A, B, C, D, E>; 
(A, B, C, D, E>; (A, B, C, D, E); (A, B, C, D, £>; 
(Ä, B, C, D, E); (Ä, B, C, D, E); (Ä, E, C, D, £>}, 
where A stands for A\l, while Ä stands for A\0; similarly for the other letters. In 
the case S=(A, B, C, D, E) the [<p]s-tree is indicated in Fig. 2. 
Let us consider the [<p]J-tree (Fig. 3). 
An irredundant cover of the [<p]s-tree can be obtained by means of the maximal 
simplifiable subtrees indicated in Fig. 4. 
Hence a representative, of a partially defined irredundant normal form of <p 
will be 
Cy(AAE)\/(ÄAB/\E). 
Finally, we should like to mention that from a practical point of view we have 
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realizations of our algorithm that provide minima on the average cost of other well-
known algorithms such as e.g. the algorithm due to Quine—McCluskey. From 
a theoretical point of view, however, the proper nature of the minimization has not 
been understood yet. 
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Modal logics with function symbols 
B y K . TÓTH 
We prove completeness theorems for modal logics with function symbols. 
These logics are generalizations of the well-known non-classical logical systems. 
Our work was deeply influenced by a paper of K. SCHUTTE [2]. 
§ 1. Preliminaries 
We shall use the following symbols: parantheses, commas, variables, function 
symbols, relation symbols, logical symbols A, • , V). The set of terms is 
defined by the usual recurrence: 
(i) If x is a variable, then x is a term. 
(ii) If / is an n-ary function symbol and r1, ..., z„ are terms, then f(r1, ..., T„) 
is also a term. In the case of n = 0 the parantheses will be omitted. 
The set of atoms is defined in the standard way: if r is an n-ary relation symbol 
and T15 ..., R„ are terms, then ..., T„) is an atom. Also, definition of the set 
of formulae is well-known: 
(i) If si is an atom, then si is a formula. 
(ii) If si, 8$ are formulae,-then so are {siN88), ~si and Usi. 
(iii) If si is a formula and x is a variable, then \/xs/ is a formula. 
We shall use the abbreviations: (siV 8$) for N~8$)\ (si-+88) for 
~(~8&Nsd)\ \si for ~ • ~si\ 3xs/ for Parantheses will be 
omitted if no confusion can occur. If Jf is a formula or term x is a free variable 
(defined in the well-known way) and T is a term, then J T [ X / T ] will denote the result 
of substitution of r for x everywhere in Jf. By a classical model A we shall 
mean a function if it associates 
(i) a non-empty set \A\ to 0 (zero), 
(ii) a function fA: — \A\ to each n-ary function symbol / , 
(iii) a relation rAQ\A\" to each n-ary relation symbol r. 
4» 
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Definition. By a modal model we mean a quintuple (S , N, O, R, P) where 
S is an arbitrary set, NQ S, 0£S, RQ Sx S, P is a function with domain S and 
P(A) is a classical model, provided S, furthermore |P(i?)| if 
A, B£S, ARB. 
Definition. A modal model is simple if for every w-ary function symbol / , 
there exists a function / with domain U \P(A)\, such that fA is a restriction 
of / t o \P(A)\ where A£S. " 
Definition. If |/>(y4)| = |P(5) | for every A,B£S, ARB, then the model is 
called stable. 
Let (S, N, O, R, P) be a modal model. By an interpretation we mean a function 
k such that to each variable k associates an element of | J \P(A)\. 
AZS 
Let a model (S, N, O, R, P) and an interpretation k be given. By a valuation 
x a partial function is meant with the following properties: 
(i) x(x,A) = k(x) if A£S and x is variable such that fc(jc)£|i>(y4)|. 
(ii) X ( / ( T 1 5 . . . , T „ ) , A)=fP(A)(x(r1, A),..., x(t„, A)) if A£S and R L 5 ..., T„ are 
terms such that for every variable x occuring in any of them, k(x)f_ |.P(y4)|. 
(iii) x(r,A) is undefined if A€ S and there exists a variable x in the term 
t such that jt(jc)$ \P{A)\. 
Let si , he an expression (i.e. a term or formula) and assume a model 
(S, N, O, R, P) is given. Let us fix A£ S and an interpretation k. We say that 
s i £ ( A ) if for every variable x occuring free in si we have k(x)£\P(A)\. 
Let A€ S, si be a formula and k an interpretation. We define the satisfaction rela-
tion A N s/[k] by the following clauses: 
(i) At=r(rlt ..., rn)[k] if and only if T1; ..., r„eJ^k(A) and rp^iefa, A), ... 
..., x(T„, A)); 
(ii) At=(Jh@)[k] if and only if A1= si[k] and A\=38[k}\ 
(iii) A N= ~s/[k] if and only if si^J^k(A) and A)=sf[k] does not hold; 
(iv) A\= Usi[k] if and only if A£N and for every B£S, ARB implies B)= si[k]\ 
(v) At=Mxsi [k~\ if and only if for every interpretation k', such that 
k'(x)i\P(A)\ and k'(y)=k(y) if y^x, we have A\=s4 [A:']. 
We put J into the set of relation symbols with the following meaning: 
A|= ./(TJ, T2)[k] i f a n d o n l y if T15 z2€J4?k(A) a n d x(x1, A) = k(x2, A), i .e . 
J denotes the identity. 
Let si be a formula, ( S , N, 0, R, P) a modal model and k an interpretation. 
si is valid in (S,N,0,R,P) under the interpretation k if 0\=si[k]. 
The reader can consult with [1] for notions and notations not explained here. 
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§ 2. Modal logics 
To give a modal logic we have to give a classical formula with the properties: 
(i) no free variable occurs in ST, 
(ii) «Tis in the classical language of the following non-logical symbols: o, 0-ary 
function symbol; n, unary relation symbol; r, binary relation symbol; i, binary 
relation symbol. 
This classical formula, called parameter of the logic, is meant to formalize 
a property of the structure (S, N, O, R) provided {S, N, O, R, P) is a model 
of the intended modal logic. 
If we restrict ourselves to modal logic with only simple/stable models then we 
call them simple/stable modal logics. 
Let a modal logic be given. A formula si is satisfiable if there exist a model 
(S, N, O, R, P) and a interpretation k such that: 
(i) (S, N, O, R, P) is simple/stable if the given logic is simple/stable; 
(ii) the parameter of the logic is valid in the classical model A defined by: 
Ml = 5, 0A=o, nA(B)oB£N, if B,C£S then rA(B,C)*>BRC and 
iA(B, C)*>B=C\ 
(iii) 0\=si[k}. 
A formula si is a tautology if ~si is not satisfiable. 
In this paper we treat some special logics, the parameter of which is an arbitrary 
(may be empty) conjunction of the following formulae : 
K l . VAVZ(.Y) 
K2. \/xr(x,x) • 
K3. VxVyVz(r(x, y)Ar(y, z)-*r(x, z))A Vx(n(x)-Vy(r(x, y)-n(y))). 
These logics will be axiomatized with suitable subsets of the following axioms : 
Al. si—siNsi 
A2. siNSS-si 
A3. (si —3S) —( ~ ( ^ A — ~ (#A si)) 
A4. V x : { s i x t f - V x ® ) 
A5. si — 'ixsi where x is not free in si \ 
A6.a. xsi-~si[xly] where y is a variable and it is free with respect to 
x in si ; 
A6.b. \j xsisi[xjx\ where r is a term and it is free with respect to x in 
si and si is a classical formula ; 
A7. J1) 
A8. • (si—si) if K l appears in the parameter of the logic as a conjunct; 
A9. O s i — s i if K2 is a conjunct in the parameter of the logic; 
A10. Usi —nnsi if K3 occurs in the parameter of the logic; 
A l l . V x / ( x , x) 
VxMy{J{x,y)-{si[xly}-sij) 
Usi-\lx\ly{J(x;y)-UJ{x,y)) 
Usi— M x M J ( x , — J ( x , >)) if J occurs in the logic; 
A12. ' i x d s i — n V x s i if the logic is stable. 
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If the logic is simple, then axioms A6.a and A6.b are replaced by the more 
general axiom. 
A6. Vx.s/—.S/[X/T] where z. is a term free with respect to A* in si and si 
We fix the following rules of inference: 
R l . From si and si-*28 we infer 
R2. From si we infer V xsi. 
R3. From we infer • ¿ / - D ^ . 
This last rule can be used in a logic in which V x (r (o, x) A 2T-~ 3~[o/x\) is a tautology, 
where is the parameter of the logic. This holds for K l , K2, K3. 
The notion of derivability is used in the usual sense (denotation: (-)• 
Theorem 1. (Soundness.) Let a modal logic be given. If a formula si is 
derivable in this modal logic, then it is a tautology. 
Proof. Trivial. 
The proofs of metatheorems will only be sketched. 
Assertion 1. Every tautology of classical sentential logic is derivable. 
Proof. A1—A3 and Rl is a complete formalization of classical sentential logic. 
Assertion 2. h; • (si A - • si A • 
is arbitrary. 








Y-(n(sil\@)-* • j / ) A á í ) - • « ) - ( • ( . ! * A á í ) - G J / A • « ) ) 
(classical theorem) 
(Rl) 
Assertion 3. h- • si A • 39—• (si A 
Proof. \-si-*(@^siK®) 
I-




(by classical theorems) 
(by classical theorems) 
Assertion 4. b U s i S U{siV®). 
Proof, h si-+siN®' (classical theorem) 
(R3) 
(similarly) 
(by classical theorems) l - D ^ V D ^ - D ^ V ^ ) 
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Theorem 2. If I-si—88 and \-8$—si then si can be replaced by in 
an arbitrary formula without loss of its derivability. 
Proof. One can proceed by induction from the following facts: 
b-si—8b implies that H ^88--si 
^si-8b implies that \-siA<#-88k<6 and NsiS.8& 
\-si—8ft implies that \-Qsi — U8ft 
h- si—@ implies that H V xsi 
Assertion 5. A8 and R3 can be omitted if the following rule is added to the 
system: If \ - s i then \ - U s i . 
Proof (a) Let b-si . Since | - A - { ( 8 f t - 8 8 ) - s i ) implies \-(8$-88)-si, 
by R3, we have I- a(8ft-88)-Usi. By A8, H U(88-8ft), i.e., | - • si. 
(b) Let I - s i - 8 8 , then \-<C\(si —8ft). By A7, \-a^-n88. But h-si-si, so 
I- U(si—si) holds. 
Assertion 6. I- • V xsi — VxUsi. 
Proof. 1 x s i - s i (A6.a) 
\-HVxsi-nsi (by R3) 
xU^ixsixUsé (by R2 and A4) 
H d V x . s / - V x D ~ixsi (A5) 
1- • V xsi—V x • sé (by classical theorems) 
Assertion 7. M Vxs i — 'ix\si. 
Proof. I- ~si — 3x~si 
\ - 0 ~ s i - n 3 x ~ s i 
I- Q Vxsi-t)si 
h- \ Vxsi-Vxt)si 
(from A6.a) 
(by R3) 
(by classical theorems) 
(similarly). 
§ 4. Completeness theorems 
A set of formulae a is consistent if for every silt ...,si„£a, ...Asi„) 
is not a theorem. 
We introduce the following notation: a + = {si: \3si£a}. 
Theorem 3. Let a be a consistent set of formulae and assume If 
then a + U {8S} is consistent. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e. a + U {âiï} is not consistent. Then there exist 
jéx, ...,si„£<x+ such,that I (si^t\...I\sént\8è). I tmeansthat \-st1N.../\sfn — ~@ 
(using the hypothesis a + and that I i m p l i e s I— ~ ( s i A '£) for arbitrary 
By R3, we obtain 1- n ^ A . - . A Usin-U ~ 83, i.e. H ~ ( D ^ A . . . A Usi„h №). 
This contradicts the assumption, that a is consistent. 
If a is a set of formulae, then let us denote the set of variables occuring in 
a by 77(a). 
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Definition. Let a be a set of formulae, a is complete if the following condi-
tions are satisfied: 
(i) a is consistent; 
(ii) If si contains variables from /7(a) only, then either si£a or ~si£a; 
(iii) Let si contain variables from 77(a) only and let x be the only variable 
occuring free in si'. If 3xsi£a. then there exists a such that a£[J(a) 
and a is free for x, moreover si[x/a]£a. 
Theorem 4. Let a be a complete set of formulae. Then 
(i) si£a and a imply 
(ii) siA38£a if and only if si£a and 3S£a\ 
(iii) 'ixsi^a if and only if for every 11(a) free for x we have si[x/a]^a, 
where x is the Only variable occuring free in si. 
(iv) If a + U {si} is consistent and si contains variables from 11(a) only, 
then IjsiZ a. 
Proof, (i) If a then by completeness. But it means a is not 
consistent since I— \ s i t \ ( s i -+g£) t \ —38). 
(ii) Since I ((siA38)A-si), I {(siA38)A — 38) and 1 {siA38A-
-(si ASS)) hold, it is trivial. 
(iii) I (Vx^/A -si[xja]), so if \fxsi£a, then si[x/a]£a. Conversely, 
if \/xsi$a, then — VxsiZa by completeness, i.e. 3x—si£a. Thus 
there exists a£J7(a) such that —si[xja]£a, i.e., si[xja]^ a. 
(iv) If tjsi$a, then n—siici, by completeness, and —si£a+. But it 
means a + U {si} is not consistent since 1- —(siA —si). 
Theorem 5. If a is consistent, then there exists a complete p such that aQft. 
Proof. It is easy by using the following three lemmata since we can assume that 
the set of variables has enough elements. 
Lemma A. Let a be consistent. Then at least one of aU {si} and a[J{-si} 
will also be consistent. . 
Proof. Suppose both aU {si} and aU{~J</} are inconsistent; that means 
there exist a for which I (3SxA...A38nAsi) and I (38xA...A3SnA 
A-si). Then \~-(<£Asi)-~{-(<$A-si)^-($) entails h ~ № A . . . A J „ ) so 
a is inconsistent. This completes the proof of Lemma A. 
Lemma B. If a ([ 77 (a U {si}) and a is consistent, then aU{3xs i—si[x /a]} 
is also consistent. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there exist six, ..., si„£a such that 
1- -{sixA...AsinA(3xsi ^si[x/a])). By applying R2 we arrive at 1- —{sij\... 
...AsinA-(3xsiAVa-si[x/a])). Since H ~ (3xs iA Va~s i [x /a] ) , we have 
I- —(sixA...Asi^) which contradicts the assumptions. This completes the proof of 
Lemma B. 
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Definition. The system of sets of formulae M is said to be complete if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Each a € M is complete. 
(ii) If a£M, a + ? i 0 and t) then there exists M such that a + U 
U 
(iii) If the logic has equality symbol, then 
(a) If a, P^M, a^n(oi)f]n(P), then there exist natural numbers n, m^O 
and sets of formulae a0 , ..., a„, po, ...; J?m€M such that a0 = fi0, a„ = a, Pm = P, 
a€/7(a o ) ,a^^0 and af+ ^ a i + 1 ( i = 0 , ..., n - l ) , f t + ^ 0 and P t ^ P i + 1 ( i = 0 , . . . , w - l ) . 
(b) If a ( + g « i + 1 ( i = 0 , . . . , / i - l ) , P t ^ P i + 1 (/=0, . . . , m - l ) , 
a„=)9m, then there exist y0, ..., y t(:M such that and yf Q y i + 1 ( /=0, . . . , A:—1) 
and either y0 = a0,yk = P0 or y0 = pQ,yk = a0 are true. 
Theorem 6. If a is complete, then there exists a complete system of sets of 
formulae M such that a. 
Proof. Let M0={a}. Assume that M„ is a set of complete sets of formulae. 
Let P£M„, t)si£p. Then, to (fi, si) we associate a set of variables. This 
set is disjoint from 1J II (y) and different pairs have disjoint associated sets of 
_y£M„ 
variables. There exists a complete set y such that y£Mn+1,- [1+ (J{si}^=y and 
n(y)\n(fi) is associated to the pair (P, si). It is trivial, that |J M„ is a complete n — 0 
system of sets of formulae. 
Theorem 7. (Completeness Theorem.) Let us suppose that a simple non-stable 
and equality free modal logic is given. If a formula sd cannot be derived then 
—si is satisfiable. 
Proof We can assume without loss of generality, that no free variable occurs in si. 
Since not |—si, we have not \-si i.e., {—si} is consistent. There exists a complete 
set of formulae a and a complete system of sets of formulae M such that — sd£a 
and a £ M . 
Let us define the following notions: N={p:p£M and ^0}; if p,y£M, 
then pRyo((P+Qy and 0 + ^ 0 ) or ( j3+=0 and y=P)); \P(P)\ = {x: all variables 
occuringin T are from / 7 ( / ? ) } ; fP(IS){x1, . . . , T „ ) = / ( T 1 , . . . , T „ ) where x1,...,xn^\P{P)\\ 
i, *„)<=>-r(Tl5 ..., tn)eP if T1; ..., x„e\P(J3)\. It is easy to see that (M, N, a, 
A, P) is a simple model. 
Let k be an interpretation and x the corresponding valuation. The following 
two assertions can easily be proved by a simple induction. 
If x£jVk(P), P£M, then x(x, P) = x[x1, ..., xjk(x^, ..., k(xn)] where xi,...,xn 
are all the variables occuring in x, and T[X15 ..., xjx1, ..., xn] is the result of the 
substitutions [^/TJ, ..., [X„/T„] executed simultaneously. 
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If 38£3^k(P), fi£M and ..., xn are all the variables occuring in 38, then 
Pi=38[k]o38[x1, xjkixj), ..., k(x„)]ip. Hence, if for every a,k(a)=a, then 
a)=~si[k]. Let us suppose that 3d contains variables only from I1(P), where 
P is a complete set. 
If I—38, then 38£P, since in the opposite case we have i.e. P is 
inconsistent. 
K l . If • (38^3$) is an axiom, then for every p£M, Q(38^3$)£P provided 
no variable occurs in 38. Thus, /?+ and N—M. 
K2. Let p be an arbitrary formula for which 38£P+. From n38£P and 
a@-»38ep we infer 3S0, i.e. P+QP,PRP. 
K3. Let pRy and yR5, moreover 38£P+. Then 038£P, 
so 0 0®€P. By definition of R, ¡J3$£y and 38£d follow. We obtain PR5. 
Let P£N, then for some 38, n3$£p. If PRy then • 38£y, so y£N. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 7. 
In what follows we assume that a non-stable modal logic with equality is given. 
Let M be a complete system of sets of formulae, let N and R be defined analo-
gouosly to the ones in the proof of the previous theorem. We denote the reflexive 
and transitive closure of R by R. 
By these notations we redefine the third clause of the last definition in the 
following simple way: 
(in)' If the logic has equality symbol, then 
(a) If a, pe M, aen(a.)C]n(P) then there exists y£M such that yR<x,yRp 
and a£ll(y). _ _ _ _ 
(b) If <x,P,y£M, o(Ry and PRy, then either ccRp or [¡Rot is true; in other 
words, R is trichotom on the set {a: aRy). 
We prove some simple assertions: 
Assertion8. If PRy, then n(P)QTI(y). 
Proof. Trivial. 
Assertion 9. If pRy and a, bfM(P), then J (a, b)£P^>J(a, b)£y. 
Proof. If PRy, then • J(a,b)M Q dap. If pRy and y^P, then /5+^0, 
e.g. If si is replaced by then • — n^la, b)£P and so 
UJ(a,b)0. That means J {a, b)£P+ and J (a, b)£y by induction. 
If —¿(a, b)£P, then by an analogouos argument we can obtain the other 
direction. This completes the proof the Assertion 9. 
Let a, b Jpe two variables. a=b if and only if there exist a, p, yfM and c£II(y) 
such that yRx, yRP, J (a, c)£a and J(b, c)£p. Obviously, = is a reflexive and 
symmetric relation. We shall prove that it is transitive, as well. 
Assertion 10. If yRa, yRp, c£ll(y), a)£a and J {a, b)£P, then J(c,b)£p. 
Proof. It is clear, that a£lI(<£)(MI(fi). By (iii)' there exists d£M such that 
a£ll(5) and 5Ra, 5Rp. Also by this definition we have either yR8 or SRy. By 
Assertion 8 either a,c£II(8) or a, c£77(y) and so either J(c,d)£5 or J(c, a)£y. 
In both cases J(c,a)£P by Assertion 9. Then J(c, b)£P by transitivity of equality. 
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Assertion 11. Let a;R/?; (i = l , ...^n) and al+1Rfi, (i—1, ..., n). There exists 
a k such that l^k^n+l and for every i ( 1 ^ / ^ n + l) ; furthermore, 
there exists an I such that l^l^n + l and a,Ra, for every / ( 1 S i ^ « + 1). 
Proof. Readily follows by definitions. 
Assertion 12. The relation = is transitive. 
Proof. Assume_a=b and b = c. Then, there exist d,e and a l 5 a3 , piy p2, p3, /?4 
such that «№, ^RP^Jid, J(d, Z>)€&, den fa), ct3Rp3, u3Rpt,_f(e, b)gfi „ 
c)£Pt, e£/7(a3). By (iii)'(a), there exists an a 2 _ such that a2R/?2, a2RP3, 
b£n(a2). By the previous assertion, for some i, a ( Raj ( / = 1 , 2 , 3 ) and a¡RPj 
( /=1 , 2, 3, 4). I t is known, that d£ll(aj, b£II(a2), e€77(a3). Let / be that variable 
among (of d, b, e), which is in 77(af). We have J(a, d)£P1, J(d, b)$P2, J(b, e)£P3, 
J(e,c)£Pi. By Assertion 10, we obtain J(a,f)eP!, ^ ( f , c)epi, that means a=c. 
Assertion 13. If a,b£ll(P) and a=b, then J(a,b)£p. 
Proof. Let Pi = Pi = P- Since a=b there exist P2,P3,a2£M and c£77(a2) 
such that J(a,c)ep2, J\b,c)ep3, ot2R.p2, jx2R.p3._By (iii)'(a) there exist and 
oc3 for which ^ R ^ , ol1RP2, d f M f a ) , <x3Rp3, oc3Rpt, P£n(ci3). By Assertion 11, 
there exists an i such that «¡R^- (y'=l, 2,, 3, 4). Obviously J (a, J (a, c)€/?2, 
J(c,b)£P3, J(b,b)dPi. Let d be that variable among a,b,c which is in 77(a,). 
Applying Assertion 10, we have J(a, d)£Pl and J(d, b)efii, i.e. J [a, b)£p. 
Theorem 8. (Completeness Theorem.) Let a non-stable modal logic with equality 
be given. If si is not derivable, then —si is satisfiable. 
Proof. Let M be a complete system of sets of formulae, N, R as defined in the 
proof of Theorem 7. Let us define P by the following causes: for M 
\P(P)\={a:a£Il(P)}, where a = {b:a=b}; if at, ..., an, a£Il(P), then 
fp0)(ai, an) = a o J(f{ax, ..., a„), a)fji; 
(By definition of completeness, this function is defined and it is unique by last 
assertion.) / ^ ( a j , ..., an)or(ax, ..., an)£p. For an arbitrary P£M, (M, N, P, R, P) 
is a model. 
If A 6 is an axiom of the given logic, then this model is simple. We have to prove 
that 
if ax, ..., an, adll(P), bx, ..., ¿>„, ¿>€77(y), ...,an=b„, J{f(ax, ...,a„),d)ep 
and ^ ( / ( ¿ j , . . . , b„), b)£y, then a = b. Let l ^ / S « be given. By definition of = jmd 
clause (iii)'(a) we can assume that Pi=P, Pn=y,a1RP1,a1Rp2,oL2Rp2,aL2Rp3, 
^RP^^Rp^a^nfa), J ( a i , c)02,cen(oL2),J(c,b^p3,bien(a3). Let yt denote 
the first element among a l 5 a 2 , a 3 under R. Using methods from proofs of Assertion 
9—1J3, we get c;6/7(y;), c,K/3, ¿ ;)€y, ytRP, y.Ry. Since for every 
i,yiRP, applying (iii)' (b) we obtain that there exists an i such that yjRy-, for every/ 
By Assertion 8, for this i we have c1, ..., c„£77(y;). So there exists a c for which 
/ ( / ( c t , ..., c„), c)€y ;. Generalizing the method used in proof of Assertion 9, we 
arrive to - / ( / f a , ..., cn), c)^P and J(f(cl, ..., c„), c)£y. From J{f(ax, ..., an), a ) f j 
and J(f(bx, ...,bn),b)it follows that J(a, c)£P, J?(b, c)£y and so a = b. 
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Let k be an interpretation and x the corresponding valuation. If for a variable 
x, k(x)e\P(P)\, then k(x)nn(P)^9. Let x*£k(x)f)Il(P). We extend the opera-
tion * for arbitrary expressions: JiT*=y(r[x1, ..., xjx*, ..., x*], where , xn 
are all the variables occuring in X. By a simple induction, the following statements 
are easy to prove: 
(i) x(r,p)=a and a£ll(P)*>J(T*, a)£.p; 
(ii) If si contains variables from TI(fi) only then Pk=si[k]osi*£p. 
From (ii) the theorem follows. 
§ 5. Connections with classical logics 
Let us suppose that a modal logic is. given; i.e., the sets of relation symbols,, 
function symbols and set of variables are fixed. We also suppose that the following 
symbols do not occur in these sets: o, s, n, r, p, i, z, z'. Furthermore the parameter 
of this logic is fixed. Also we know if this logic is simple, stable or so. , 
Now we define a classical theory. The language of this theory contains all the 
relation symbols and function symbols of the modal language but if a symbol has 
arity m in the modal language we use it with arity m + 1 in the classical one. Also 
we shall use the following symbols: o: 0-ary function symbol, s and n both 
unary relation symbols, r, p, i all of them are binary relation symbols, and two 
new variables: z and z'. 
We define a mapping [ ] from the set of modal expressions into the set of 
classical ones: 
(i) if x is a variable, then [x] = .y; 
(ii) [/(Ti> t j ] = / ( [ x 1 ] , ..., [rm], z) if / is an m-ary function symbol in 
the modal language, t1s ..., tm are terms; 
(iii) [r(ti, ..., rm)] = r ( [ r j , ..., [ r j , Z) if r is an m-ary relation symbol in the 
modal language, x l5 ..., tm are terms; in particular [./(TJ, T2)]=Z([T1],[T2]); 
(iv) = 
(v) [Mxsi]=\]x(p(x,z)^[si])-, 
(vi) [ • = V z'(r(z, z') - [si] [z/z']) A n(z). 
Let sl*=p(x1, z)/\...f\p(xm, z)f\[si], where x, , ..., xm are all the free variables 
of si. 
Let M be a classical model in which the following formulae are valid: 
j(o); s(z)-3xp(x, z); p(x, z)Kr(z, z')-*p(x, z'); s(z)Ar(z, z')^s(z'); s(z)-*p(f(x1, ... 
. . . ,x m , z ) , z) for every function symbol. 
Let 0 = oM , S={a:a£\M\ and %(a)}, N={a\a£S and nM(a)}, aRbo-a,b£S 
and rM(a, b), \P(a)\ = {b:pM(b, a)}, if a£S, for ax, ..., ame\P(a)\, fP(a)(ai, ..., a j = 
=fu{a am, a) and ..., aJ*>qM(ai, ...,am, a). 
It is obvious, that by these definitions (S , N, O, R, P) is a modal model. 
Let k be an interpretation for M such that k associates an element of S to 
z and z', and k associates an element of | J |,P(a)| to every variable other then 
a(S 
z or z'. It is clear, that k is also an interpretation for (S, N, O, R, P). Let the 
corresponding valuations be K in M and x in (S,N,0,R,P). 
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Theorem 9. Let T be a term, si a formula and suppose z, z' do not occur 
in them. Then 
(i) X(T, k(z))=K([t]), provided k(zj) is defined; 
(ii) i ( z ) l = # ] « M | = i 1 4 
Proof. The easy induction is left to the reader. 
Now we give the inverse of the mapping 
M-*(S, N, O, R, P). 
Let (S, N, O, R, P) be an arbitrary modal model. We define 
|Mj = S U ( U oM = 0; sM(a)*>a£S-, < a€S 
nM(a)<*q£N-, pM(a,b)ob£S and a£\P(b)\; 
rM(a, b)-$> a, b£S and aRb, iM{a,b)o a = b; 
i / p ( « ) ( « ! » - » O , i f and alt ..., am£ \P(a)\ 
J u ( a 1 , . . . , a m , a ) - ( a r b i t r a r y e l e m e n t o f |/>(fl)| otherwise; 
qtiifli, •••, am, 0j>(a)(als ..., am). 
Theorem 10. Let A, B classical models and \A\Q |i?|. There are the same 
symbols in the languages of A and B the only exeption is s, which is used only 
in the language of B as a unary relation symbol. Let 
fA(alt ..., am) ^fgicii, ..., am), if a l 5 . . . , am£\A\; 
qA{ax, ...,aJoq(ax, ...,am), if . . . , am£\A\; 
sB(b)<*be\A\. 
We define the mapping X on the set of formulae not containing the symbol s: 
X{si) = si, if si is an atom; 
tf (V xsi) = V x(s(x)^tf(si)). 
Let k be an interpretation the range of which is in \A\. Then 
At=s/[k]oBt=Jf(st)[k]. 
Proof. Trivial. 
If M-+(S, N, O, R, P) is the mapping defined above, ST is the parameter of 
the logic, then we have: 
(i) the modal model has property 2T \i and only if M\=3fi?(3T)\ 
(ii) the modal model is simple if and only if for every function symbol / 
M |= Vx1 . . .VxmVzVz'(p(^1 ,z)Ap(x1 ,z ' )A.. .Ap(x r a ,z)Ap(xm ,z ' ) -
- i{f(xi, ..., xm,z), /(*!, ..., xm, z'))); 
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(iii) the modal model is stable if and only if 
M t= VzVz'(s(z)As(z') - Vx(p(x, z) - p(x, z'))). 
Let si be a modal formula and assume a modal logic is given. The for-
mula si is satisfiable (in modal sense) if and only if the following formula is clas-
sically satisfiable: J ( O ) A ( J ( Z ) - 3 * P ( * . z))A VxVzVz' (p(x, z)Ar(z, z')-p(x, z'))A 
AVzVz'(*(z)Ar(z, z O - J ( O j A VzV*!, . . . , V * m i ( i ( z ) - p { A { x l t . . . , *m i , z),z))A... 
. . . A V R V * ! . . . ^xmk{s(z)-p(fk(xl, . . . , x m i c , z ) , z ) ) A ^ A ^ A j f ( ^ ) A ^ / o ] , where 
/ l 5 ..., are all the function symbols occuring in si; ^ is true if the logic is not 
simple, otherwise it is the following: 
k 
A (V*1,... Vxm .VzVz'(p(x1 ,z)Ap(x1 ,z ' )A.. .Ap(xm j ,z)Ap(xm j ,z) - i(f(xl5 ... 
y is true if the logic is not stable, otherwise it is the formula 
VzVz'(s(z)As(z') - Vx(P(x, z) - p(x,z'))). 
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